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ABSTRACT 

A theory is developed for the influence of airfoil thickness on sound generated by the 

interaction of high-frequency convected disturbances with a symmetric airfoil at zero angle 

of attack. Both vortical and entropic convected disturbances are considered. The analysis is 

based on a linearization of the in viscid equations of motion about the non-uniform mean 

flow past the airfoil. The mean flow is assumed to be two-dimensional and subsonic. The 

Mach number is assumed to be 0(1), although the small Mach number limit is also 

investigated. The analysis utilizes singular perturbation methods, and involves two 

asymptotic parameters: the airfoil thickness to chord ratio is assumed small (€ « I), and the 

aerodynamic reduced frequency is assumed large (k = wb/Uoo » 1), with € k = 0(1). 

The singular perturbation analysis shows that the primary sound generation is 

concentrated in a local region surrounding the airfoil leading edge. The size of this local 

region scales on the disturbance wavelength. The solution in the local leading-edge region 

reveals several sound-generating mechanisms which involve mean flow gradients. The 

interaction of the convected disturbance with the trailing edge does not generate sound. 

However, the trailing edge is a scatterer of the sound field generated in the leading-edge 

region. Away from the airfoil edges, the propagation of the primary sound field from the 

leading edge and the secondary, scattered sound field from the trailing edge is described by 

geometric acoustics, with the amplitude varying on the scale of the airfoil chord and the 

phase varying on the much smaller scale of the disturbance wavelength. In addition, 

diffraction-type transition regions exist along the airfoil surfaces and downstream of the 

airfoil. 

The influence of airfoil thickness on the total sound power is found to be controlled 

primarily by the Strouhal number St = w'n /U 00' where 'n is the nose radius of the airfoil. 

Small values of St reduce the sound power relative to the level for St = 0, but with further 
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increases of St the noise level rises sharply. The increases in sound power level due to 

leading-edge thickness are more substantial at higher Mach numbers. Airfoil thickness 

produces dramatic changes in the far-field directivity. The sound power and directivity are 

strong functions of the gust characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The sound generated by aeronautical and hydronautical vehicles has a significant 

impact on the utility and operational constraints for these vehicles, in both civilian and 

military applications. Thus there is need to develop a better understanding of, and 

prediction capability for, the noise mechanisms which are responsible for this noise. Much 

of the noise generated by these vehicles is produced by the propulsion systems. These 

propulsion systems generally consist of rows of airfoils, and the unsteady interaction of these 

airfoils with convected disturbances is an important contributor to the overall noise level 

produced by the vehicle. Aircraft turbofan engines or counter-rotation propfans are 

examples of types of propulsion systems which exhibit high levels of noise due to these 

unsteady interactions. In this dissertation, a theoretical study of sound generation by the 

interaction of airfoils with convected disturbances is presented. 

Convected disturbances, often called gusts, are disturbances in a fluid which move at 

the local mean-flow velocity. A common example of a convected disturbance is free-stream 

turbulence. Convected disturbances can be separated into two types, vortical disturbances 

and entropic disturbances. For the high flow speeds (or high Reynolds numbers) which are 

characteristic of aeronautical and hydronautical propulsion systems, convection effects 

dominate over diffusive effects throughout most of the flow field, and in analyzing the flow 

it is reasonable to neglect the fluid viscosity. The general vortex laws then show that 

vorticity is convected at the flow speed. Similarly, neglecting thermal diffusion, entropy (or 

temperature) fluctuations are also convected disturbances. 

In addition to atmospheric disturbances which may flow into the propulsion system, 

the flow field within the propulsion system contains important sources of convected 
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disturbances. The wakes of upstream blades, vanes, struts or other bodies are a source of 

convected vorticity disturbances. Entropy (or temperature) fluctuations which are generated 

in the combustor convect downstream and interact with the turbine blade rows. 

As an example, consider a single turbomachinery stage consisting of a rotor blade row 

and a stator vane row. This could be the fan stage of a turbofan aircraft engine. 

Turbomachinery geometries are generally cylindrical. However, for the purpose of analysis 

they can often be treated as a two-dimensional geometry involving rows with infinite 

numbers of blades. Figure 1.1 is a two-dimensional model for the rotor-stator interaction. 

The rotor blades and stator vanes appear as rows of infinite extent, with the rotor row 

translating vertically at a velocity Urotor . In a reference frame translating with the rotor, 

the flow behind the rotor row appears steady. This flow appears to consist of a uniform 

velocity U I plus the spatially periodic velocity deficit w corresponding to the blade wakes. 

In typical applications the magnitude of w is very small compared to that of U I , and the 

deficit is essentially convected at the local mean-flow velocity Ur In a reference frame 

fixed to the stator vanes, the mean-flow velocity is U I + Urotor; the wake deficits convect at 

this speed and are a periodic function of space and time. Thus, the unsteady interaction of 

the wakes with the stator vanes is an airfoil-gust interaction. The situation for a counter

rotation propfan is similar to that discussed above, except that the downstream blade row is 

a second rotor translating in the opposite direction. 

In predicting noise generated by these airfoil-gust interactions, the airfoils involved 

are often modeled as zero-thickness flat plate aligned with a uniform mean flow. However, 

this approach ignores important physical effects, such as the distortion of the gust by the 

mean-flow gradients in the vicinity of the airfoils. In this dissertation, we examine the 

influence of airfoil thickness on the noise generated by airfoil-gust interactions. 

The significance of the steady flow disturbance on the noise generation process was 
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first recognized by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (1 969a,b). Their approach was based 

upon Lighthill's acoustic analogy. The acoustic analogy is a rearrangement of the equation 

of motion into a uniform-medium wave equation and a complicated source term. The 

source term is Lighthill's stress tensor, which depends on the pressure (or density) being 

solved for in the equation. Hence, one must have at least some prior knowledge about the 

source term and be able to model it in order to solve the wave equation. Ffowcs Williams 

and Hawkings modeled the interaction of the gust with the potential flow around the airfoil 

as a quadrupole source term. They used dimensional arguments to show that, at high 

subsonic Mach numbers, the quadrupole field should dominate the surface dipole field. 

Goldstein, Rosenbaum, and Albers (1974) and Mani (1974) utilized Ffowcs Williams' 

quadrupole formulation to produce actual prediction methods. In these methods the mean 

flow through the stator cascade was modeled as that due to a row of point vortices. Such an 

approximation is valid when the gust wavelength is long compared to the airfoil chord, but 

is inappropriate when the wavelength is on the order of or small compared to the airfoil 

chord. 

In general, for acoustically compact interactions, in which the sound wavelength is 

large compared to the airfoil chord, the modelling of the LighthiIl stress tensor is fairly 

insensitive to details of the source model. However, for the non-compact case, the details of 

the source are more crucial and heuristic modeling is less straightforward. The present 

analysis involves non-compact sources, since the unsteady flow has a length scale which is 

short compared to the airfoil chord. 

For analyzing airfoil-gust interactions, rapid distortion theory (Goldstein 1978) 

provides an attractive alternative to the acoustic analogy. In rapid distortion theory, the 

inviscid-flow equations are linearized about the non-uniform, steady flow past the airfoil. 

Rapid distortion theory captures the influence of the mean-flow gradients on the unsteady 
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flow in ~ systematic approximation to the governing equations. 

Tne first application of rapid distortion theory to the study of airfoil-gust interactions 

was presented by Goldstein and Atassi (1976). Their analysis assumed an incompressible 

mean flow and is useful for determining the sound field in the low-frequency limit. 

Goldstein (1978) extended rapid distortion theory to include compressible mean flows. 

Goldstein's formulation requires the solution of a linear convected wave equation with a 

specified source term and boundary conditions. The equation has variable coefficients, 

which account in a natural way for the non-uniform medium of propagation. In contrast, 

non-uniform propagation effects in the acoustic analogy appear as distributed source terms 

of the constant-coefficient wave equation. 

Despite its linearity, Goldstein's equation is difficult to solve since the variable 

coefficients and source term must in general be determined numerically. Kerschen and 

Balsa (1981) considered a two-dimensional mean flow and introduced the velocity potential 

ifJ and streamfunction 1/1 as coordinates. They were able to simplify the equations 

considerably for the case of a fluid satisfying the tangent-gas equation of state. However, 

numerical methods are still required to evaluate the drift function (which will be defined 

later) appearing in the source term and boundary condition. With the further assumption 

that the mean flow is a small perturbation to a uniform flow, thin airfoil theory can be used 

to evaluate the drift function analytically and Goldstein's equation can be further simplified. 

The mean-flow perturbation velocity, which is O(e) relative to the uniform flow, is assumed 

to be large compared to the O(v) unsteady velocity. Kerschen and Myers (I987a) showed 

that the tangent-gas approximation leads to erroneous results in certain situations, including 

that of high-frequency gusts interacting with an airfoil. They incorporated the perfect gas 

thermodynamic relations in the equations of Kerschen and Balsa (1981), utilizing the small

perturbation mean-flow assumption, v « e « I. 
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An additional simplification arises in the high-frequency limit. In this case the 

boundary conditions at the airfoil leading-edge and trailing-edge regions can be satisfied 

iteratively. In the iterative scheme, a leading-edge problem is first solved by assuming that 

the airfoil is "locally semi-infinite" in the downstream direction. To correct the resulting 

error in the boundary condition along the wake, a trailing-edge problem is formulated in 

which the airfoil is "locally semi-infinite" in the upstream direction. This correction gives 

the wrong boundary condition upstream of the airfoil, and another leading-edge problem 

arises to correct the upstream boundary condition. The iteration between leading-edge and 

trailing-edge regions continues in this manner. 

For the simplified problem of a zero-thickness flat plate parallel to a uniform stream, 

Landahl (1958) showed that the resulting series converges for all disturbance wavelengths. 

The high-frequency approximation has been developed for the case of a uniform mean flow 

by Adamczyk (1974), Amiet (1975,1976), and Martinez and Wid naIl (1980). Amiet (1976) 

showed that the first term in the high-frequency series predicts the unsteady lift on the 

airfoil to within ten percent accuracy, when the ratio of the acoustic wavelength Aae to the 

airfoil chord 2b satisfies Aae/2b ~ 4. Thus, the high-frequency approximation is 

remarkably robust. The accuracy is even better when two terms are included in the series. 

Myers and Kerschen (1984) analyzed the noise generated by a high-frequency 

convected gust interacting with a two-dimensional, flat-plate airfoil at a small incidence 

angle to a uniform stream. A singular-perturbation approach involving two parameters, Q 

and k, was utilized in their analysis. The small parameter, Q « I, is the angle of attack of 

the airfoil, and the large parameter, k » 1, is the ratio of the airfoil chord to the 

disturbance wavelength. Their analysis involves four asymptotic regions. Local regions, 

which scale on the gust wavelength, are present at the airfoil leading and trailing edges. 

They found that the noise generation is concentrated in the local leading-edge region. The 
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sound field generated in the leading-edge region is scattered by the trailing edge. 

Downstream of the airfoil trailing edge is a "wake" region related to the transition from an 

illuminated to a shadow region. Away from the airfoil edges and wake regions, there is an 

outer region in which the solution has a geometric-acoustics behavior. They found that at 

high frequencies, moderate levels of airfoil steady loading can dramatically increase the 

noise level generated by airfoil-gust interaction. 

Myers and Kerschen (1986) and Kerschen and Myers (1987b) extended this work to 

include the influence of airfoil camber. For the problem involving camber, an additional 

transition region near the airfoil surface is necessary in order to account for the influence of 

airfoil curvature on the propagation of acoustic waves. An important conclusion of this 

work is that the influence of loading on the total sound power level is correlated by the 

combination of parameters (Xe//v'k/Poo where (Xe//' the effective leading-edge incidence 

angle, is a measure of the strength of the local flow around the leading edge. Trailing-edge 

scattering significantly influences the directivity pattern, but has little effect on the total 

sound power level. This work is a significant advance over the earlier point-vortex models 

of Goldstein, Rosenbaum, and Albers (1974) and Mani (1974). 

In this dissertation, we use a similar approach to develop a closed-form asymptotic 

solution for noise generated by a convected gust interacting with a thin, two-dimensional, 

symmetric airfoil. Primary attention is focused on the case of the Joukowski airfoil, but 

some extensions to the case of a general airfoil shape are also presented. In Chapter 2, we 

present Goldstein's equations and derive the simplified form of them for a two-dimensional, 

small-perturbation mean flow. In Chapter 3 the disturbance equations are solved for a 

Joukowski airfoil at zero angle of attack to a uniform stream. A parametric study of the 

characteristics of the far-field sound is presented in Chapter 4. Results of the parametric 

study are given in the form of acoustic power calculations and pressure directivity plots. In 
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Chapter 5 we summarize the conclusions of our work and make some suggestions regarding 

directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DERIVA nON OF THE DISTURBANCE EQUA nONS 

In this dissertation, rapid distortion theory is utilized to calculate sound generated by 

the interaction of convected disturbances with an airfoil. Goldstein (1978) developed the 

rapid distortion theory for compressible flows, and derived a particularly attractive form of 

the governing equations. Simplified forms of the governing equations for two-dimensional 

and small-disturbance mean flows were derived by Kerschen and Balsa (1981) and Kerschen 

and Myers (1987a). The derivation of the equations for rapid distortion theory involves 

significant analysis which is not familiar to a wide audience. Therefore, in this chapter we 

present a review of the derivation of the governing equations for rapid distortion theory. 

Rapid distortion theory is concerned with the description of small-amplitude 

disturbances to a steady, compressible potential flow around an obstacle. The disturbances 

originate far upstream from the obstacle, where the mean flow is assumed to be uniform. 

Kovasznay (1953) described, and Goldstein (1978) reviewed, the nature of unsteady smaU

amplitude disturbances that may be imposed on a uniform flow. There are three types of 

disturbances: vorticity waves, acoustic waves, and entropy waves. Each of the three 

components to the unsteady motion is a solution of the governing equations and can be 

imposed independently of the others. 

The velocity field for the unsteady disturbances to a uniform mean flow can be 

divided into two parts. The first part, often called a gust, is purely convected or "frozen in 

the flow". It has zero divergence and there are no pressure fluctuations associated with it. 

All of the fluid rotation or vorticity is associated with this field; hence it is often referred to 

as the vortical velocity. The second part is an irrotational field which contains pressure 

fluctuations, and for compressible flows is an acoustic wave. The acoustic wave propagates 
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at the speed of sound relative to the fluid. 

In addition to the unsteady velocity, entropy fluctuations may be imposed on the flow. 

The entropy fluctuations are decoupled from the velocity and pressure but do produce 

density fluctuations. The entropy fluctuations are convected at the mean-flow speed, i.e, 

they are also "frozen in the fluid". The unsteadiness referred to in preceding paragraphs is 

observed in the obstacle reference frame; in a uniform mean flow, the convected fields 

would appear steady in a frame moving at the mean-flow speed. 

Since waves generated near the obstacle decay to zero amplitude at infinity, any 

finite-amplitude acoustic waves which are present far upstream must be incoming waves. 

Because we are interested in sound generation rather than in sound scattering, we do not 

consider any incident acoustic waves. We impose convected vortical and entropic 

disturbances far upstream, which become distorted as they convect downstream due to the 

non-uniform mean flow around the obstacle. The calculation of the sound field generated 

by the interaction of the disturbances with the mean flow and the boundary is the main 

objective of this dissertation. 

We now derive Goldstein's equation in a general form, without specifying the obstacle 

or making any assumptions about the convected disturbance. The body and the gust will be 

further specified in Chapter 3. The assumptions made here are that the fluid is an inviscid, 

non-heat-conducting, perfect gas. For most aeronautical applications, where the mean flow 

and turbulent Reynolds numbers are large, and the fluid is air, these assumptions are well 

justified. 

The analysis begins with the inviscid equations of motion, which are 

(momentum) 

(continuity) 

p DU = _ Vp , 
Dt 

(2.la) 



(energy) 

where 

%f + pV·U = 0 , 

DS 
Dt 

= 0 

D a = -+ U'V 
Dt at 
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(2.1 b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1 d) 

Here p is the density, p the pressure, U the velocity, and S the entropy of the fluid. The 

following expression, which is a consequence of the perfect-gas equation of state (p = p R n 
and the first law of thermodynamics, will also be utilized 

(2.1 e) 

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote two thermodynamic states. The specific heats at constant 

volume and constant pressure, Cv and cp ' are assumed to be constant. 

At upstream infinity the velocity and entropy fields have the form 

U = Uoo + u' 00 , (2.2a) 

S = s'oo , (2.2b) 

with 
u' s' 

0(/1) (2.2c,d) ~ = 0(/1) and ~ = /I « 1 
Uoo cp 

, 

Here the scalar velocities denote the magnitude of the vector quantities. Under the 

condition Eqs. (2.2c,d), Eqs. (2.1) will possess a solution of the form 

U = Uo(x) + u'(x,t) p = Po(x) + p'(x,t) (2.3a,b) 

p = po(x) + p'(x, t) S = s'(x,t) (2.3c,d) 

with the unsteady quantities, denoted by primes, much smaller than the steady ones. The 
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mean flow is the steady but nonuniform flow around the obstacle one would obtain if u' 00 

and s' 00 were zero. The entropy for the mean flow is everywhere equal to a constant, which 

we take to be zero. Since viscosity is ignored and the steady flow at upstream infinity is 

assumed uniform, the mean flow is irrotational. The mean-flow velocity can be expressed 

as the gradient of a potential function; we will utilize this property below and in Chapter 3. 

Inserting Eqs. (2.3) into Eqs. (2.1), neglecting squares of unsteady terms, and 

subtracting out the mean-flow equations, Goldstein (1978) obtained, after several subsequent 

manipulations, a set of linearized disturbance equations. (The states used in Eq. (2.1e) are 

the actual state and the mean-flow state.) The results are: 

where 

with 

D~' 

Dt = 0 , 

u' = )I' + VG' , 

and the potential G' satisfies 

Do [_1_ DoG'j_ -LV.(p VG') = -Lv.(pov') . 
Dl ao

2 Dl Po 0 Po 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

(2.4e) 

The quantity ao is the speed of sound for the mean flow. The substantial derivative is with 

respect to the mean flow, i.e., 

The pressure is obtained from the relation 

a -+U·V at 0 
(2.4f) 
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(2.4g) 

and the density is related to the pressure and entropy by 

(2.4h) 

The appropriate boundary condition on the body surface is 

noVG' = - nov' (2.4i) 

where n is the normal to the surfaceo The radiation or outgoing wave condition applies at 

infinity. 

Goldstein's velocity decomposition, Eq. (2.4b), does not correspond to the classical 

decomposition of a vector field into solenoidal and irrotational parts, since in general v' is 

not divergence free. We will find that v' Ii .. 'resents a velocity field convected at the local 

mean-flow speed, having the gust at upstream infinity as its initial condition. The acoustic 

field is contained in the potential G'. One can begin to see the nature of the sound field 

produced in gust-airfoil interactions by examining Eqs. (2.4). One mechanism for sound 

generation is the interaction of the gust v' with the boundary, as described by the boundary 

condition Eq. (2.4i). Another mechanism is the source term of the wave equation (2.4e). A 

volume source is produced in the fluid whenever there are significant changes in the 

momentum flux Po v' associated with the convected disturbance. (Though, as we shall see, 

the source term does not always produce sound.) The sound generated propagates in a non-

uniform medium as evidenced by the variable coefficients in Eq. (2.4e). 

Equations (2.4a) and (2.4d), being first-order partial differential equations, can be 

solved by the method of characteristics. We give the solution below. Equation (2.4e), 

however, is much more difficult to solve. Under general circumstances, even the mean-
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flow quantities have to be determined numerically. In order to obtain an analytical solution, 

additional assumptions are introduced. 

Kerschen and Balsa (1981) derived a simplified form of Goldstein's equations for the 

case of two-dimensional mean flows. Consider a two-dimensional mean flow with 

UO,i = U O,i(X1,X2), i = 1,2 and Uo,s = O. Since the vorticity and entropy fluctuations are 

convected along the mean-flow streamlines, they introduced the variables (ifJ,T/J) in the 

(xl'x2) plane as orthogonal coordinates, where ifJ and T/J are the modified forms of the 

velocity potential and the streamfunction for the mean flow. The appropriate coordinate 

metrics are 

(2.5a,b) 

where Poo2 = 1- Moo2 and Moo = Uoo/aoo is the mean-flow Mach number at infinity. The 

Poo in the metric corresponds to a Prandtl-Glauert transformation, i.e., 

(2.6a,b) 

where ifJo and T/Jo are the standard velocity potential and streamfunction for the mean flow. 

The Prandtl-Glauert transformation will produce the final equation in canonical form. 

Kerschen and Balsa (198 I) allowed the unsteady disturbances to be three-dimensional and 

introduced the variable X = U ooX3 as the third coordinate, where X3 is the standard Cartesian 

coordinate. The factor of U 00 is for dimensional consistency with the other coordinates. 

The metric for X is I/Uoo • In (ifJ,T/J,X) space the substantial derivative becomes 

DoiDt = a/at + uo
2 a/aifJ. 

Since the governing equations are linear, and the mean flow is uniform far upstream, 

an arbitrary upstream disturbance can be represented as a superposition of harmonic waves. 

Hence consider vortical and entropic disturbances having the following form far upstream 
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(2.7a) 

The quantities (At, An' A3) and (kt , kn ,k3) are the velocity-amplitude and wavevector 

components in (</J,t/J,X) space. Far upstream where the flow is uniform the (</J,t/J,X) direction 

vectors coincide with the standard Cartesian unit vectors. Under uniform-mean-flow 

conditions v' is solenoidal, so the wavevector and velocity components must satisfy the 

relation 

(2.7b) 

That is, the gust is a transverse wave. The factor f300 comes from the metric h.p ( see 

Eq. (2.5) ), utilized in taking the divergence. 

Equation (2.7a) is the initial condition for the equations (2.4a,d) governing the 

convected quantities. Kerschen and Balsa (1981) derived the solution to these equations in 

the (</J,t/J,X) coordinate system. Separating Eq. (2.4d) into its three components, integrating 

the resulting first-order partial differential equations, and enforcing Eq. (2.7a), they showed 

that 

v'(</J,t/J,x,t) = (vt ',vn ',v3') , (2.8a) 

v ' [ A: Uoo 8 u.] . (2.8b) _t_ = U + -- e'U 
Uoo 0 U oo 

v ' Po Uo [ • ~ ] e iu (2.8c) _n_ = U An + f300 At Uoo Poo 00 8t/J 

v ' 
A e iu _3_ = (2.8d) 

Uoo 
3 



where 

and 

s' = 2 c B eiu 
'P 
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(2.8e) 

(2.8f) 

(2.8g) 

(2.8h) 

The function g(I/J,t/J) is Lighthill's Drift function (Lighthill 1956), which represents the 

cumulative distortion of fluid material lines relative to uniform convection at speed U 00. 

Next consider the wave equation (2.4e) for 0', which at this point is the only 

remaining unknown. Because the mean flow and body shape are independent of the 

spanwise coordinate and time, the X and t dependence can be factored out of Eqs. (2.4). 

Setting 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.9c) 

Kerschen and Balsa (1981) found that Eq. (2.4e) transforms to 

(2.9d) 

where Mo is the local Mach number of the mean flow and Po2 = 1 - M02. For a general 
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compressible flow, the mean-flow quantities which appear in Eq. (2.9d) must be determined 

numerically, which precludes the possibility of an analytical solution for G. 

Kerschen and Balsa (1981) showed that introducing the tangent gas approximation 

(Woods 1961) leads to significant further simplifications of Eq. (2.9d). Unfortunately, the 

tangent-gas approximation leads to unrealistic estimates for the variation in the speed of 

sound. This can lead to erroneous predictions for the influence of mean-flow variations on 

the propagation of acoustic waves. The errors are particularly significant for situations 

which involve high frequencies, such as the airfoil-gust interactions investigated in this 

dissertation. 

In order to rectify the difficulties associated with the tangent-gas approximation, 

Kerschen and Myers (1987a) utilized the perfect-gas equation of state. They developed a 

simplified form of the rapid distortion theory equations for the case of a mean flow which 

is a small perturbation to a uniform flow. The mean flow perturbation is assumed to be 

small compared to the uniform flow component, say € « 1, but large compared to the 

unsteady flow component, say € )> V. 

The perfect-gas relations for a small-perturbation to a uniform mean flow are 

l-1.:!M 2q 2 00 

I + q 

Po 
Poo 

(2.10a) 

(2.IOb,c) 

(2.IOd,e) 

The function q appearing in each relation is the O(€) perturbation to the normalized mean-

flow speed. 

Introducing Eqs. (2.10) in Eq. (2.9d), making the following generalized Miles 

transformation, 
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(2.11 ) 

and neglecting terms of O(f2), Kerschen and Myers (1987a) showed that the modified 

potential h(I/J,1/1) for the unsteady disturbance satisfies 

a2h a2h 2 ( 2 ) aI/J2 + 81/12 + W 1 - 2 floo q h + 

<1+1) Moo 
4 [q [a2

h + 2 is ah + (W2+S2)h] - ~[ah - iSh] 1 = S(I/J,1/1) e in (2.12a) 
13

00 
2 a1/12 ai/J ai/J ai/J 

where 

and S(I/J,1/1) 2 . t At k . k • kt An 
[ [ k • 1 [ ) = I 13

00 
2 - n An 1300 q + I n At + --p;;;- '"' 

~l· (2.12e) 

The function J.'(I/J,1/1) in Eq. (2.12e) is 1/1300 times the mean-flow angle relative to the 

uniform flow at upstream infinity. For a small-perturbation mean flow, Eq. (2.8h) for the 

Drift function reduces to 

(2.12f) 

as one can see by expanding U00
2 /U

0
2 = 1/(I+q)2. The transformed boundary condition is 

[ ah + M 2 P9...h] = - [~(1 -M 2 q) -2A· '"'] ein 
81/1 00 a1/1 1/1=1/10 1300 00 t 

(2.12g) 

where 1/1 = 1/10 on the body surface and the range of I/J corresponds to the body length in the 
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(t/J,t/J) plane. 

Expressions for the unsteady pressure field will be required later. The pressure is 

given by Eq. (2.4g). In terms of the modified potential h, this expression takes the form 

It is convenient to work in terms of the modified pressure p, 

(2.13b) -

In the next chapter, we develop the solution to Eqs. (2.12) governing the modified 

unsteady-disturbance potential h(t/J,t/J) for the case of a symmetric Joukowski airfoil at zero 

angle of attack to the mean flow. All the analysis is carried out in the Prandtl-Glauert 

transformed, potential-streamfunction coordinates (t/J,t/J). The final results are then 

transformed back into physical Cartesian coordinates for interpretation. 

Before proceeding with the analysis of the unsteady motion, results for the mean-flow 

perturbation are required. The Prandtl-Glauert transformed velocity potential t/J and 

streamfunction t/J have the expansion 

(2.14) 

For a thin, symmetric airfoil whose surface is described by 

(2.15) 

the 0(£) perturbation to the mean-flow velocity potential satisfies (Ashley and Landahl 

1965) 
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(2.l6a) 

(2.l6b) 

and (2.16c) 

The perturbation streamfunction t/ll is related to the perturbation velocity potential CPl by 

a t/ll _ a CPl 

a x - Poo a x ' 
2 1 

(2.17a,b) 

where the factors of Poo arise from the metric Eqs. (2.5). 

Equations (2.16) can be reduced to an equivalent incompressible flow problem by 

introducing the Prandtl-Glauert transformation 

(2.18a,b,c) 

The function CPl(Xl'X2 ) satisfies Eqs. (2.16) with Poo set to unity in Eq. (2.16a). The well

developed potential theory can be utilized to find CPl in terms of a complex potential Fi (z), 

where z = Xl + i Poo x2• The perturbation velocity potential CPl and streamfunction t/ll for the 

compressible flow problem are then given by 

= _1_ Fi(z) 
Poo 

(2.19) 

Expressions for the functions q, J.' and g in the (cp,t/l) plane are required for 

Eqs. (2.12). From Eq. (2.14), the transformation between the (cp,t/l) and (xl'x2 ) coordinates 

is 

(2.20) 

where r = cP + i t/l. Furthermore, neglecting terms of 0(€2), the functions q and J.' are given 
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by 

(2.21a) 

Finally, the drift function, Eq. (2.l2f), is given by 

(2.21 b) 

where the arbitrary constant in the complex potential F is chosen such that F(O) = 0 and 

F( -00) represents the value of the complex potential F at upstream infinity. For further 

details, refer to Kerschen and Myers (1987a) or Myers (1987). 

For a symmetric Joukowski airfoil of chord 2b and midchord thickness f!.b (see figure 

3.1), the function describing the airfoil surface is 

(2.22a) 

Integrating the result for dFi(z)/dz given by Jones and Cohen (1960), converting the result 

to the compressible flow case, and choosing the arbitrary constant in F such that F(O) = 0, 

we find 

and 

F(!;) = bl(2f3oo ) [( rib - 2 )v'(rlb)2 - 2rlb - (rlb)2 + 3 rib] 

F(-oo) = 3/4f3oo • 

(2.22b) 

(2.22c) 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANAL YSIS FOR A SYMMETRIC AIRFOIL 

In this chapter, the rapid distortion theory formulated in the previous chapter is 

applied to the airfoil-gust-interaction problem. We consider a thin, symmetric airfoil of 

chord 2b at zero angle of attack, interacting with a convected disturbance whose wavelength 

). is short compared with the airfoil chord. Throughout most of this chapter we consider the 

case of a Joukowski airfoil. However, in Section 3.7 we show that only slight modifications 

are necessary to extend our results to the case of a general thickness distribution. A 

schematic of the problem is shown in figure 3.1. The airfoil thickness at mid-chord is € b. 

The maximum thickness of 3V3 € b/4 occurs at the quarter-chord point, Xl = b/2, and the 

airfoil nose radius is €2b. 

Singular perturbation methods are utilized to solve Eqs. (2.12) for the modified 

acoustic potential h. The airfoil is assumed to be thin (€ « 1) and the gust frequency is 

assumed to be high (k »1). To compare the magnitudes of the various quantities, the 

following nondimensionalizations are made: 

x = b Uoo xt 

F = b Ft 

(3.la,b,c) 

(3.1d) 

(3.1e) 

(3.1f) 

where nondimensional variables are ones with a superscribed dagger. A high-frequency 

parameter k is defined as 
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x./b = ± £ (l-xl/2b) «2-xl/b) XI/b)1/I 

A I.. -I 
f\f\ £b , XI v\J 

b 
2b .. 

u 

Figure 3.1 A Joukowski airfoil encountering a high-frequency convected disturbance. 
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k = b U 00 kt »1 . (3.1g) 

The parameter k is essentially the ratio of the airfoil chord to the wavelength of the 

convected disturbance. 

Upon inserting Eqs. (3.1) into Eqs. (2.12), rearranging the equations and dropping the 

superscribed daggers for ease in writing, the nondimensiona1ized equations are 

where 

S(4J,1jJ) 

fl!L] a1jJ , (3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

o 1 
= f3

00
2 ' 

(3.2d) 

(3.2e) 

and 

g(4J,1jJ) = -2€ Re{F(r)-F(-oo)}. (3.2f) 

The boundary condition is 
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(3.2g) 

on the surface t/J = t/Jo• Essentially, w is the wavenumber of the acoustic wave and 0 the 

wavenumber of the convected wave. 

From (2.22b), the nondimensional complex potential for a 10ukowski airfoil is 

(3.3a) 

and F( -00) = 3/4/300 where r = f/J + i t/J. The perturbations in the speed and angle of the 

mean flow are then given by 

q _ i J.' = € mrr = _€ - [ 2 r
2 

- 5 C + 2 - 2 r + 3 ] . 
dr 2/300 vr2 - 2r 

(3.3b) 

In nondimensional form, the relation between the Cartesian and potential-streamfunction 

coordinates is 

(3.4a) 

where r = f/J + it/J and z = Xl + i /300 x2• Hence, the surface of the airfoil in (f/J, t/J) coordinates 

is 

o < f/J < 2 + €//300 and t/J = ±O, (3.4b) 

accurate to O(€). Because a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack generates no 

circulation, the value of rP at the trailing edge is the same on the upper and lower surfaces of 

the airfoil. 

Equations (3.2) through (3.4) form the basis for the analytic study of the problem. 

All of the variable coefficients in the differential equation and boundary condition have 

been approximated and obtained in closed form. The advantage of using (rP, t/J) coordinates 
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appears in the boundary condition which is applied at a constant value of the coordinate, til, 

i.e., til = to. 

We now proceed to develop an asymptotic solution for the case of a thin airfoil and a 

high-frequency gust, i.e., € « 1 and k »1. The product €k and the Mach number Moo are 

assumed to be 0( 1). The asymptotic solution has a singular-perturbation nature and involves 

several regions as illustrated in figure 3.2. The appropriate length scale in the local leading

edge and trailing-edge regions is the disturbance wavelength. In the outer region away from 

the airfoil leading and trailing edges, the mean flow varies slowly compared to the 

disturbance wavelength and the solution has a geometric-acoustic form, with a slowly

varying amplitude and a rapidly-varying phase. In "transition" regions of small angular 

extent near the airfoil surfaces and downstream of the airfoil, the geometric-acoustic form 

becomes invalid. The solutions in these regions retain the geometric-acoustic feature of a 

phase function depending on k rP and an amplitude function depending on rP, but the 

dependence on the transverse coordinate enters as .fk til. 

For a symmetric Joukowski airfoil, the nose has a parabolic shape. The ratio of the 

nose radius to the disturbance wavelength is 0(€2k) «1. On the small length scale of the 

nose radius, the mean flow cannot be considered as a small disturbance to a uniform flow. 

However, the failure of the small-disturbance mean-flow approximation occurs only on a 

scale which is small compared to the disturbance wavelength. Thus, we believe that the 

sound generation process can be analyzed without resolving this local singularity, at least to 

the order of the solutions developed in this dissertation. As support for this viewpoint, note 

that this mean-flow singularity does not affect the first-order result for the lift force in 

thin-airfoil theory. 

In the following sections, the details of the analysis in the respective regions is 

presented. Unless stated otherwise, upper-case letters are used for the variables in the local 



outer region 

local leading-edge relion ~-----~~ __ 
O().) 

local trailing-edge region 
O().) 

outer region 

Figure 3.2 A Joukowski airfoil with asymptotic regions illustrated. 
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leading-edge and trailing-edge regions. Variables in the outer and transition regions are 

represented by lower-case letters. 

3.1 Local Leading-Edge Region 

In the local leading-edge region, the appropriate length scale is the disturbance 

wavelength. Thus we introduce local coordinates (q" 'It) where 

q, = k rp and 'It = k 'r/J , 

and the origin is at the leading edge. The cylindrical form of the local coordinates is (R, 0) 

where R = y'q,2+'lt2, 0 = tan-1'lt/q, and 0 < 0 < 211". From Eqs. (3.3), the expansions of the 

mean-flow quantities in local coordinates are given by 

q - il' - Y2 f..fk Vi (-sinO/2 - icosO/2) + O(f./.fk) 
2Poo R 

3f. 2V2f.vRsinO/2 + O(f./k) 
g - 2Poo - Poo .fk 

Writing Eqs. (3.2) in terms of local variables, 

where 

S(q" 'It) 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 
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(3.6b) 

The boundary condition is 

(3.6c) 

on the surface 1Jt = to. 

Several features of the solution in the local leading-edge region can be deduced from 

these equations. From the boundary condition (3.6c), the leading-order term of h is 

expected to be O(l/k). From Eqs. (3.5), q and J.1. are O(€../k), and kg(if}, 1Jt) contains an 0(1) 

constant followed by a function of O(€../k). Accounting for these features, the asymptotic 

expansion of h in the local leading-edge region has the form 

The exponential term in (3.7) is an 0( I) phase shift in the solution, caused by the fact that 

the thickness of the airfoil slows down the approach of the convected gust to the leading 

edge. The function Ho arises from the leading-order term in the boundary condition. For 

convenience, the O(€../k) term has been separated into three different parts. The function 

Hl arises from the O(€../k) terms in the boundary condition. H2 arises from the volume 

source terms in the local leading-edge region, and H3 arises from the O(€../k) contributions 

to the differential operator in (3.6a). 

The differential equations and boundary conditions governing the functions Ho' HI' 

H2 and H3 are presented in the following subsections. The solutions to these equations are 

developed using Fourier transform techniques. The radiation condition is enforced by 

assuming that w has a small positive imaginary part. To assure convergence as t/J -+ 00 in 

evaluating Fourier transforms of the boundary conditions, 0 is assumed to have a small 
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positive imaginary part. In the local leading-edge region, the airfoil body appears to extend 

to downstream infinity. A number of mixed-boundary-value problems arise in the analysis. 

These are solved by using the Wiener-Hopf technique. The asymptotic behavior of the 

solutions for R » 1 is determined by the method of steepest descent. When the method of 

steepest descent fails, uniform asymptotic expansions are derived by using Van Der 

Waerden's (1950) method. 

3.1.1 Solution for Ho: 

The differential equation and boundary condition governing Hoare 

D(Ho) = 0 (3.8a) 

and 

(3.8b) 

where 

(3.8c) 

The leading-order term H 0 satisfies the equations for the case of a zero-thickness airfoil. 

The differential operator D has constant coefficients, corresponding to the case of a uniform 

mean flow. The phase of the inhomogeneous term in the boundary condition corresponds to 

the undistorted vortical-velocity field. It can be seen that the solution H 0 is generated only 

by the airfoil surface blocking the normal component of the undistorted vortical velocity. 

From the form of the differential equation and boundary condition, it can be deduced 

that Ho is an antisymmetric function of 'l1. Thus, Ho(ip,O) = 0 for ip < O. The problem (3.8) 

is a mixed-boundary-value problem, since 8Ho(ip,0)/8'l1 is known for ip > 0, while Ho(ip,O) 
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is known for cI> < O. Such problems can be solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique (Noble 

1958). In Appendix A, the Wiener-Hopf technique is applied to find an integral-form 

solution for the generalized problem in which the right-hand side of (3.8b) is replaced by an 

arbitrary function, g(cI». In fact, Eqs. (3.8) correspond closely to the classical Sommerfeld 

problem of diffraction by a semi-infinite plate, for which a closed-form solution to the 

Wiener-Hopf problem can be found. The solution is 

(3.9a) 

where 

a(>.,cI>,Ilt) = - i >. <P - Illtl V>.2 - w2 . (3.9b) 

The function H 0 also arose in the analysis of Myers (I987), and a detailed discussion of the 

derivation of (3.9) can be found there as well. 

The singularities contained in Ho are illustrated in figure 3.3. Branch points are 

present at >. = ± w, with the branch cuts extending vertically to ± 00. The branch points 

correspond to acoustic wave motion. The pole at >. = - S corresponds to a local 

hydrodynamic motion near the surface of the airfoil which is not related to the sound field. 

Asymptotic matching of the local leading-edge solution with the outer solution 

requires the expansion of Eq. (3.9a) in outer coordinates. It is most convenient to use the 

polar form, 

r = V ¢2 + t/J2 = R/ k , 

Substituting the outer coordinates into (3.9), the exponent is seen to contain the large 

parameter k. The expansion of (3.9) in outer coordinates can then be calculated by the 
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method of steepest descent (Bender and Orszag 1978), which shows that the integral is 

dominated by a small region in the vicinity of the saddle point of the exponent at 

>'0 = - wcosO. The method of steepest descent is outlined in Appendix B, which also 

discusses the extensions required in certain cases. Utilizing the results of Appendix B, the 

expansion of H 0 in outer coordinates is given by 

where 

-An e- i1r/ 4 cosO/2 
Lo(O) = ../1r v'cf+W (0 - w cosO) Poo 

The formal matching with the outer region will be carried out in Section 3.2.2. 

3.1.2 Solution for HI: 

(3.10a) 

(3.l0b) 

The differential equation and boundary condition governing the first O(€.fk) term, 

(3.1la) 

and 

aHt / 
aif! <I> > 0 

if! = ±O 

(3.llb) 

The function H t arises from the influence of airfoil thickness on the surface boundary 

condition. Equation (3.Sb) shows that there is no local distortion of the gust in the vicinity 

of the airfoil surface, since the drift function is a constant on 0 = 0 and 271". Hence, in the 

local leading-edge region, airfoil thickness influences the surface boundary condition only 

by changing the direction of the unit normal, which generates the result (3.11 b). It is 
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interesting to note that this boundary condition represents an unsteady source distribution, as 

compared to the vortex distribution for Ho' 

It can be seen from Eqs. (3.11) that Hl is a symmetric function of W. Therefore, 

8H/8W must vanish on W = 0 for cI» < O. Therefore, 8H/8W is known on W = 0 for all 

values of cI», and the solution for Hl can be calculated by a straightforward application of a 

Fourier transform. We find 

. /4 • JOO - e' 7r A a(~ ~ \If) H = te' I d)' 
1 .../2irf3oo _oov').2_W2 V).+0 

(3.12) 

The integrand of Hl has a branch point at ). = -0, with the branch cut taken in the lower 

half plane. Expressing (3.12) in terms of outer coordinates, and applying the method of 

steepest descent, the outer expansion of Hl takes the form 

(3.13a) 

where 

(3.13b) 

The modifications to the boundary condition on the airfoil surface are seen to produce a 

symmetric pressure field, as compared to the antisymmetric field for Ho' 

3.1.3 Solution for H2,: 

The term H2 arises from the volume source terms in the local leading-edge region. 

The differential equation and boundary condition satisfied by H2 are 
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(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

where 

C1 

i Vi (1300 kn A; + An) 
(3.14c) = 

1300 
2 

Cz 
- i Vi (A; - kn An 1300

3 ) 
(3.14d) = 

1300 
3 

-An Moo 2 
C3 = Vi 1300

2 
(3.14e) 

• 2 
C4 = 

At Moo 
(3.14f) 

Vi 1300
3 

The source terms arise from the interaction of the convected disturbance with the non-

uniform mean flow. Variations in both the amplitude and phase of the vortical velocity 

contribute to the source terms. The source terms for Hz are similar to the quadrupole source 

of the acoustic-analogy model of Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (l969b). Since we require 

Hz to satisfy the no-flow boundary condition on the airfoil surface, it also contains the 

scattered quadrupole field discussed by Ffowcs Williams and Hall (1970). 

The problem (3.14) also arose in the work of Myers (1987), but with different values 

of the constants Ci • He separated Hz into a particular and a complementary solution, 

(3.15) 

Applying a double Fourier transform, he found the particular solution 
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(3.l6a) 

where 

hy(>.,IP,'lT) = -i>. IP - Iwi J(>.+o) (>'+0') , (3.l6b) 

(3.l6c) 

(3.l6d) 

(3.l6e) 

Here 0 is assumed to have a small positive imaginary part and 0' a small negative imaginary 

part. The poles and branch cuts which are present in the above equations are shown in 

figure 3.4. The phase hy(>.,IP,W) in H2{J is a "hydrodynamic phase" as opposed to the 

"acoustic phase" a(>.,IP,W). For integrals containing the hydrodynamic phase, the solution 

many wavelengths away from the local region represents a hydrodynamic or convected 

motion, in contrast to the acoustic motion found for integrals containing the acoustic phase. 

The complementary solution, obtained through an application of the Wiener-Hopf 

technique, is 

(3.17) 

Finally, we expand H2 in outer coordinates .. Introducing the coordinates (r,O) in 

Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), the large parameter k appears in the exponents. The integrals 
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containing the acoustic phase a(.>.,<p,W) can be expanded by the method of steepest descent, 

with the dominant contribution again arising from the saddle point at '>'0 = - wcose. The 

hydrodynamic phase hy('>',<p,w) does not contain a saddle point, and the expansion is 

obtained by deforming the contour of integration onto two rays, along which the integral is 

endpoint dominated for kr» 1. See Myers (1987) for details. The final result is 

(3.18a) 

where 

(3.1Sb) 

The first term in (3.1 Sa) arises from the integrals containing hy(.>.,<p,W), and is a 

hydrodynamic rather than acoustic motion. In Section 3.2.2. it will be seen to match with a 

particular solution in the outer region which is also a hydrodynamic motion. The second 

term in (3.1Sa) represents sound generated by the volume sources and the scattering of this 

sound by the airfoil leading edge. A number of typographical errors appearing in Myers 

(19S7) have been corrected in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18b). 

3.1.4 Solution for H3: 

The term H3 arises from the coefficients in the differential operator of Eq. (3.2a) 

. which contain q(t/J,t/J). Since q is O(elk) in the local leading-edge region, upon substituting 

the expansion (3.7) into Eq. (3.2a), these terms can be taken over to the right-hand side of 

the equations as effective source terms in the local leading-edge region. In order to denote 
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the origin of these terms, we call them the "propagation source". The differential equation 

and boundary condition governing H3 are 

D(H3) = - V2 W
Z 

fJ00
2 sin 0/2 H ('Y+l) Moo 4 sinO/2 [aZHo 2· <" aHo (Z <"Z)H] 

v'R 0 + V2 fJ008 v'R CN/Z + lu aip + W +u 0 

+ ('Y+l)Moo4 sin38/2 [aHo _ iSH] (3.l9a) 
2V2fJ

00
3 R3/Z 8ip 0 

aH31 _ M002 sgn(lIf) H 
alIf ip> 0 - 2V2 fJ R3/Z 0 

1If = ±O 00 

(3.l9b) 

The source term in Eq. (3.19a) is not only algebraically complex, but also contains the 

leading-order term Ho' which is known only in the form of the inverse Fourier integral 

(3.9). Thus, the calculation of H3 requires a significant effort. 

Substituting the expression (3.9) for H 0 into Eqs. (3.19) and differentiating under the 

integral sign, the equations governing H3 take the form 

= An wZsgn(lIf) {SinO/2 JOO [1 ('Y+l) Moo 4 

V21rv'S+w v'R -00 (>'+S)v'>.+W - 2fJoo
4 W Z 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

A particular solution to Eq. (3.20a) can be obtained by taking advantage of the fact 

that each of the source terms consists of a product of a harmonic function and a solution to 

the Helmholtz equation. Exploiting this property, the method of undetermined coefficients 

can be used to find a particular solution. For example, consider a function of the form 
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00 

F(<I>,w) = f(<I>,w) Loo C(,X) ea(.\I~,Ilt) d,X • (3.21a) 

Then 

[(E!:L E!:L) E.L 8 E.L 8 ( 8
2 

8
2 

2)] D(F) = 8<I>2 + 8w2 + 2 a<I> a<I> + 2 aw aw + f 8<1>2 + 8w2 + W 

00 J -00 C('x) ea(.\I~,Ilt) d,X (3.21b) 

The terms inside the first parentheses vanish if f is harmonic function, and the terms inside 

the last parentheses vanish since the integral is a solution of the Helmholtz equation. Then 

Eq. (3.2Ib) becomes 

00 00 

D(F) = -2i EL J 'xC('x)ea(.\,~.1It) d,X - 2sgn(w) E.L J v',XLw2C('x)ea(.\I~,1It) d,X (3.21c) 
8<I> 8w . 

-00 -00 

Guided by the relation between Eqs. (3.21a) and (3.21c), we choose a particular 

solution of the form 

H3p 

The application of Eqs. (3.21) to Eq. (3.22a) leads to 

= An w
2
sgn(w) {COSO/2 JOO [_ i,XC (,X) _ sgn(w) v',X2 - w2C (,X)] ea(.\I~,1It) d,X 

v'2l1"v'c5+w ../R. -00 1 2 

00 

+ si"J// Loo[ -sgn(w) v',X2 - w2 C1('x) + i ,XC2(,X)] ea(.\I~,1It) d,X 
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00 

+ cos3(}j2 J [O,C (>,) - sgn(\lf) v'>.2- w2 C (>.)] ea(~,~,1It) d>' 
R3/2 3 4 

-00 

+ sin30/2 JOO
[sgn(\lf)v'>'2- W2C (>.) + i>'C (>.)] ea(~,~,1lt) d>.} . 

R3/2 3 4 
-00 

(3.22b) 

Equating the coefficients of cos8j2, sinO/2, cos 30/2 and sin30/2 in Eqs. (3.20a) and (3.22b), 

a set of linear algebraic equations for C1(>'), C2(>'), C3(>') and C4(>') is obtained. Solving for 

the Ci (>') and substituting the results back into Eq. (3.22a), a particular solution of Eq. 

(3.20a) is given by 

H = An {J. JOO. r.-- [1 ('Y+l)Moo 
4

] a(~,~,1lt) d' 
3p Y21rv'5+w vR cosO/2 _oov>.-w (>'+5) (>'+5)2 - 2 P

oo4 w2 e .,1\ 

_ isgn(\lf)v'RsinO/2 JOO >'(>'+5) [_1 __ <'Y+l)Moo4 ] ea(~,~,1lt) d>' 
-00 v'>.+W (>'+5)2 2 Poo 4 W2 

_ <'Y+l) Moo 
4 

icosO/2 JOO v'>.- w ea(~,~,1lt) d>' 
4 Poo 4 

W
2 v'R -00 

+ sgn(\lf) <'Y+I)Moo 
4 

sinO/2 JOO _>._ ea(~,~,1lt) d>.} . 
4 Poo 4 W2 v'R -00 v'>'+W 

(3.22c) 

Before proceeding to the calculation of the complementary solution H 3C ' we first 

examine the behavior of H 3p for R «1. This asymptotic behavior is determined by 

deforming the contours of integration in the various terms of (3.22c) around the branch cuts 

in the upper or lower half of the >. plane, and then using the method of composite 

expansions to determine uniformly valid approximations to the integrands for R «1. The 

details of this procedure are presented in Appendix C. The particular solution is found to 

have the following asymptotic behavior: 
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(3.23) 

Thus, the function H'Jp exhibits strongly singular behavior at the origin, with both a 

quadrupole and a dipole term. For comparison, the leading-order term Ho is 0(..fR) for 

R«l. 

In order to determine the appropriate level of singularity for H3 at the origin, a local 

integration of the differential equation (3.19a) was carried out. Near the origin, the 

differential operator in (3.19a) reduces to the Laplacian, and as mentioned above 

Ho = 0(..fR). The local integration of the differential equation is carried out in Appendix 

D. This local analysis shows that the appropriate behavior for H'Jp near the origin is 

(3.24) 

Thus, the strong singularities in H'Jp are non-physical behavior that is an artifact of the 

procedure by which the particular solution was calculated. This non-physical behavior can 

be eliminated by adding to the particular solution appropriate solutions of the homogeneous 

equation D(H3) = O. The solutions of the homogeneous equation which match the leading 

terms of (3.23) for R « I and satisfy the radiation condition for R » I are H~1)(wR)sin20 

and H~l)(wR) sinO, where HF) and H~l) are Hankel functions of first kind of order one and 

two, respectively. Choosing the coefficients of these functions to cancel the non-physical 

singularities in H'Jp' we obtain a modified particular solution 

The leading term of H; as R -+ 0 is consistent with the result (3.24) obtained by local 

analysis. 

In order to satisfy the boundary condition (3.20b), a complementary solution is 



required. Setting 

the complementary solution satisfies 

where 

= 
An Moo2 eiHl erf(ei 'll"/4v(S-w)<I» 

2-12 Poo2 ";S+w vS-w <I>3/2 
8H • 3{J 

81fl 

8H· I {v'1i i6'll [ . ] a~ ~': ~ =.nJ~ :+--w 2(6'-w')# - ~ erf(ei.I·v'(6-w)~) 

and erf is the error function. 
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(3.26) 

(3.27a) 

(3.27b) 

(3.27c) 

(3.27d) 

It is simple to deduce from Eqs (3.27) that H 3C (<I>,O) = ° for <I> < 0. Thus, Eqs. (3.27) 

define a mixed-boundary-value problem which can be solved by the Wiener-Hopf 

technique. However, due to the complexity of the boundary condition, a solution in closed 

form does not seem possible. Therefore, we shall develop the solution in an integral form 

which is suitable for numerical computation. In Appendix A, the Wiener-Hopf technique is 

utilized to determine a solution in integral form for the case of an arbitrary function d(<I». 
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An integral form of the asymptotic expansion for R » I, required for matching with the 

outer solution, is also derived. The final results require evaluation of integrals containing 

d(cp) which extend over the infinite range 0 ~ cP ~ 00. However, to avoid difficulties in the 

numerical evaluation of these integrals, it is necessary to extract certain terms from d(cp) and 

treat these analytically. Therefore we set 

(3.28a) 

where 

(3.28b) 

d (cp) = An we
i1r

/
4 [1 _ b+OMoo4 (5- )2] eiwlll 

2 .../fiv'S+w(5-w) 2f3oo
4 w2 w cP' 

(3.28c) 

= An e
i1r

/
4 

{2i(cS'+W) _ W _ b+I)Moo4 [.1..+ i(5-2W)] 
.../fiv'cS'+w (S-W)cp 2f3oo4W2 cp3 cp2 

As mentioned previously, S is assumed to h?ve a small positive imaginary part in 

order to assure convergence of Fourier transforms which arise in the analysis. At the 

conclusion of the analysis, the small imaginary part is allowed to approach zero. For 

example, the imaginary part of cS' produces convergence of integrals containing d l(CP). 
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However, in the numerical integrations required to calculate H 3C' it is convenient to set the 

imaginary part of 5 to zero at the outset. Since the term in d 1 containing # would then 

cause the related integral to diverge at infinity, this function has been separated out for 

analytical evaluation. The second term in d 1 has been separated out as well in order to 

speed the rate of convergence of the numerical integral as cP -> 00. Separating out the term 

d2 has a further beneficial effect on the numerical integration, but there is a second reason 

for analytical treatment of this term. It will be seen below that d2 generates a contribution 

to H3C which must be treated separately because its asymptotic expansion for R »1 requires 

a modification of the method of steepest descent. The function d3 decays as cp-3/2 for large 

cP and cpl/2 for small CP, simplifying the numerical evaluation of the resulting integrals. 

Setting 

3 

H3C = L H 3Cj 

j=1 

and utilizing Eq. (A.l6) from Appendix A, the complementary solutions are given by 

From Eq. (A.l7), the F +. (.>.) are found to be 
J 

F+ = V1fAn e-
i1r

/
4 

{ 52 -W2 [I _ ~ [sin-1[..f"5:+0] _ iV(.>.+5H.>.-W)]] 
1 V2V52 -w2 V.>.-W(.>.+5P/2 7r vw+5 5+w 

(3.29) 

(3.30a) 

-dvx+s[1 -~ Sin- i
[ ~::~J]} · (3.30b) 



100 d (x) ei >.x 
F+ = erf(ei ?r/4vp.-w)x) 3~ dx . 

3 0 .\-w 
(3.30d) 

In calculating F + from Eq. (A.17) it is most convenient to evaluate the integral with respect 
1 

to x first, while for F + the opposite order is simplest. 
z 

For matching with the outer region, the expansion of H3 in outer coordinates is 

required. Applying the method of steepest descent, the outer expansion of H 3p is 

H * _ -An ei
?r/4 wsinO eiwkr [I _ (-y+I)Moo4 (O-WCOSO)z] + L (0) eiwkr 

3p v"21rv'o+w(o-wcosO) 2 f3oo 4 W Z 3p Vb 

+ O(I/k) 

where 

iAn VlV (-Y+I)Moo 4 [w ] L3p(O) = -2sin20-osinO, 
2Vo+w 2 f3oo 4 WZ 

and the outer expansion of H 3C is 
1 

where 

L (0) = sgn('lt)An o [I _ ~ sin-I[v'O-wcosOj] 
3eI 2 v'W VoL WZ Vo - wcosO 'If' vw+o 

_ sgn('l1) An ~ [I _ ~ [sin-1 [v'o - wcosoj_ v'o - wcosO v'w(l + cos 0)1] . 
2v'W(o- wcosop/z 'If' vw+o o+w J 

Utilizing Eq. (A.l9), the expansion of H 3C is given by 
3 

(3.3la) 

(3.3lb) 

(3.3lc) 

(3.3Id) 
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(3.3le) 

where 

00 

L (0) = -sgn(lJI)e
i

1l"/4 I e-iwcos8x erf(e- i 1l"/4 .jw(l +cosO)x) d (x) dx 
~3 v2rrw 3 o 

(3.31 f) 

The integral in Eq. (3.31 f) is evaluated by direct numerical integration. 

Finally, consider the expansion of H ~ in outer coordinates. Application of the 
2 

method of steepest descent leads to the result 

H _ ) eik
"" + O(k- 3/ 2) ~2 L~ (0 r.-

2 vkr 
(3.32a) 

where 

L (0) = -sgn(IJI)An iVw [I _ ("Y+I)Moo4 (S_W)2]ln[v'2 + .j1+COSO]. (3.32b) 
~2 2rrvS+w(S-w) 2f3oo4 w2 v'2-.jI+cosO 

It can be seen that L~ (0) is singular as 0 -+ 0 (or 2rr). The method of steepest descent fails 
2 

for small angles owing to the proximity of the saddle point at >. = - wcosO to the logarithmic 

branch point at >. = - w. In order to develop an expansion which is uniformly valid in 0, the 

logarithmic branch point must be isolated and integrated separately. In Appendix B, this is 

carried out using Van Der Waerden's (1950) method. The final result corresponds to 

replacing the directivity function L~ (0) in (3.32a) by the function 
2 

LII c (r,O) = -sgn(IJI)An iV}v [I _ ("Y+I) Moo 
4 

(S- W)2] 
3 2 2rr.jS+w(S-w) 2f3oo

4 w2 

{ [ 

00 ] 
2v'2 V1r . 2 VT. .j -2 In(kr) - J In(s + e'1l"/4.jw(l-cosO)kr)e- S ds 

rr l+cooO -00 



I 
[

V2+VI+COS01 V2ln(l-cosO) i1r+2In(w)} + n + + . 
V2 - vi +cosO VI +cosO V2 vI +cosO 
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(3.32c) 

The expansions (3.31) and (3.32) will be formally matched with the outer solution in 

Section 3.3.2. 

3.2 Outer Region 

In the outer region, the mean flow varies on the length scale of the airfoil chord, 

which is large compared to the disturbance wavelength. Thus, a multiple-scales type 

solution is appropriate in this region. The governing equation and boundary condition are 

Eqs. (3.2). No rescaling is necessary in the outer region. 

The solution in the outer region is separated into four parts, 

(3.33) 

where hp is a particular solution generated by the volume source term in Eq. (3.2a), he is a 

complementary solution which combines with the particular solution to satisfy the boundary 

condition on the airfoil surface, and hi and ht are acoustic ray fields which emanate from 

the airfoil leading and trailing edges. 

The particular solution is solved for first. In the source term of Eq. (3.2a), the phase 

kn varies rapidly compared to the amplitude S(I/J,t/J). Therefore, a particular solution which 

also has this rapidly varying phase is sought. The particular solution is found to be 

(3.34) 

The complementary solution he is chosen to cancel the velocity component normal to 

the airfoil surface produced by the gust and by the particular solution. Thus, the 
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complementary solution satisfies the boundary condition 

(3.35a) 

on 'I/J = O. It can be seen from the boundary condition that the complementary solution must 

also contain the rapidly varying phase ei k n(~,o). Furthermore, since this phase corresponds 

to convection by the subsonic mean flow, we anticipate that the complementary solution will 

decay exponentially with distance from the surface, and be exponentially small outside of a 

boundary-layer region where 'I/J = O(l/k). Restricting attention to the boundary-layer 

region, we set 

he = /(y,</» ei k n(~,o) (3.35b) 

where y = k I'l/JI (3.35c) 

is a variable which scales on the thickness of the boundary-layer region. Substituting (3.35) 

into (3.2a) and (3.2g), /(y,</» is found to satisfy 

and 

-kZ(5+ag~~O)r /+2ik5 *+kz ~~{+k2W2(I-213002q)/ 

+ ('Y+I)~004q [k2 ~Z{-2k252/+k2(W2+5Z)/]+H.O.T. = O. 
1300 y 

k~ ay 

on the surface y = ±O. The complementary solution can then be found as 

(3.36a) 

(3.36b) 
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(3.37a) 

where 

(3.37b) 

The solution applies for 0 < I/J < 2. However, in the analysis of the local trailing-edge 

region, he is found to be continued into the wake region where I/J > 2. As anticipated, he is 

exponentially small except when t/J = 0( 11k), i.e., very near the body or wake. 

Both hp and he contain the phase kO which is the phase of the vortical velocity v'. 

Thus the disturbances corresponding to hp and he convect with the mean flow and are not 

sound waves, although these disturbances are irrotational. Therefore, we conclude that, to 

the order of our analysis, all the noise is generated in the local leading-edge and trailing-

edge regions. The sound generation processes in the local leading-edge region have already 

been investigated. It will be shown later that the trailing edge simply scatters sound which 

was generated in the local leading-edge region. The propagation into the outer region of the 

sound generated in the local leading-edge region and that scattered by the local trailing-edge 

region is described by the two remaining parts of the outer solution, hi and hi' The 

solutions hi and ht have a geometric-acoustic form. We first solve the leading-edge ray 

field. 

3.2.1 Leading-Edge Ray Field: 

The expansions of the local leading-edge solutions in outer coordinates contained 

cylindrical acoustic waves emanating from the airfoil leading edge. We now develop the 

outer solution corresponding to these acoustic waves. Anticipating that the solution has a 
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geometric-acoustic form, we set 

(3.38) 

where (r,O) are the polar form of the outer coordinates with the origin at the leading edge, 

i.e., r = V¢2+t/J2 and ° = tan-l(t/J/¢). The factor k- 3/ 2 in Eq. (3.38) has been introduced in 

anticipation of the matching with the local leading-edge solution Eq. (3.7). Substituting this 

expression into Eq. (3.2a) and collecting the terms with the same order of k, a variable-

coefficient eikonal equation for ul is obtained, 

(au/)2 1.. (aa/]2 _ 2 [2 2fJ 2 ('1+I)M004 [(aa/)2 2 aa/ _ 2_ 21] ar + r2 ao W + q W 00 + fJ
002 atP + 0 a¢ 0 wJ = o. (3.39) 

A perturbation solution is sought, 

(3.40) 

where a/ o is 0(1) and a/I is 0(10). The leading-order term is 

(3.41) 

which is the cylindrical-wave phase appropriate for a uniform mean flow. Substituting 

Eq. (3.41) into Eq. (3.39), the terms of next order in k are 

(3.42a) 

Thus the solution for the first-order correction to the phase is 

r 

ull = V(O) Lq(r',O) dr' + g,(O) , (3.42b) 

where 



V(O) = - f3oo2 W [1 - b+1)~oo4 (S-WCOSO)2]. 
2 Poo W2 
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(3.42c) 

and the function g 1(0) will be found in the matching with the local leading-edge solution. 

Using the fact that the perturbation speed q is the real part of an analytic function, the 

integral of q can be expressed in a more convenient form. 

J~q(r"O) dr' = Re{JJ q(r',O) - i P(r',O)] dr' } = Re{ e- iO JJq- ill) dZ} 

= e Re{e- i6 [F(z) - F(O)J} (3.43) 

where F is the perturbation complex potential for the mean flow. The next correction to the 

phase is O(ke2), which is neglected to the desired accuracy. 

When the geometric-acoustic form (3.38) was substituted into Eq. (3.2a) the leading-

order terms produced the eikonal equation. At the next order in k, we obtain the transport 

equation 

2 aUI aAI + aUI AI + O(e, 11k) = 0 
ar ar ar r . (3.44a) 

Substituting the result for ul and neglecting terms of O(e AI), Eq. (3.44a) becomes 

(3.44b) 

which has the solution 

(3.45) 

The standard geometric-acoustic form is an amplitude expansion in powers of 11k. Our 

perturbation approach has introduced an additional small parameter e. The matching with 

the local leading-edge solution will show that a term of O(e..fk) must be included in the 



outer solution. The O(€.fk) term also satisfies Eq. (3,44a) independently. Hence set 

(3,46) 

3.2.2 Matching of Local Leading-Edge and Outer Solutions: 

The asymptotic matching process is carried out using Van Dyke's (1975) rule. In 

matching the local leading-edge and outer solutions, Van Dyke's rule can be expressed as 

follows. The two-term outer solution, when rewritten in local variables and expanded to 

two terms, must agree with the two-term local solution, when rewritten in outer variables 

and expanded to two terms. The comparison of the two expressions may be carried out in 

either local or outer variables. Since our main interest is in the acoustic field, only the 

matching for the acoustic components of the solutions is presented. The matching of the 

hydrodynamic solutions provides a consistency check, but does not influence the sound field. 

The two-term outer acoustic solution, rewritten in local variables, is 

(3,47a) 

where r has been replaced by R/k in (111' Utilizing Eq. (3,42b), the two-term expansion of 

Eq. (3.47a) for large k is 

(3.47b) 

The local leading-edge solution has been found in Section 3.1. The expansion of the various 

components of the local leading solution in outer coordinates is given by Eqs. (3.10), (3.13), 

(3.18), (3.31) and (3.32). Collecting these results together, the two-term, outer-variable 

expansion of the two-term local leading-edge solution is given by 
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Since the matching is being carried out for 0(1) values of (), Eq. (3.32b) has been used in 

forming the above result. The matching principle requires that Eqs. (3.47b) and (3.47c) be 

identical, when expressed in the same variables. Reverting to local variables in (3.47c) and 

comparing with (3.47b), we find 

(3.48a) 

(3.48b) 

(3.48c) 

Note that the secular term of Eq. (3.47c) has matched with the expansion of (1/1 from the 

outer solution. Thus this secular term is only the local expansion of the phase distortion of 

the outer region. 

The geometric-acoustic field emanating from the local leading-edge region is then 

given by 

where 

r 

(1/(r,() = wr + V«() Ioq(r"() dr' + ..1..L 2f3oo 

The expansion of (1/ for r» I will be required in the far-field solution. For r » 1, 

(3.49a) 

(3.49b) 
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GI(r,O) = wr + 4~~ V(O) cosO + 2~~ + O(r-1
) • (3.49c) 

3.2.3 Trailing-Edge Ray Field 

The trailing-edge ray field can be derived in the same manner as the leading-edge ray 

field; only the coordinate system changes. We introduce a trailing-edge coordinate system 

(rPt ,"'t), with the origin shifted to the trailing edge, given by 

(3.50) 

The corresponding cylindrical coordinate system is denoted by (rt A ), where 

similar to that of hi' we simply quote the final results. 

(3.5Ia) 

(3.5lb) 

(3.5lc) 

(3.5ld) 

(3.5Ie) 

In Section 3.4.1, the matching of the outer and local trailing-edge solutions will show that 

the function g2(Ot) is zero. Ft is the complex potential for the mean-flow perturbation, 

written in local trailing-edge coordinates and with the arbitrary constant in Ft chosen so that 
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Ft vanishes at the trailing edge, i.e., 

F (z) = _1 - [z 3/2 ..;z:-.;:i - z 2 - z ] t t 2 f3
00 

t t t t (3.51f) 

The expansion of at for r » 1 will be required in the far-field solution. For r» 1 , 

at (rt ,Ot) = wrt - 4;00 V(Ot) cosOt + O(rt -1) . (3.51g) 

3.3 Leading-Edge Transition Solution 

In calculating the geometric-acoustic fields hi and ht in the outer region, the 

boundary condition on the airfoil surface was not enforced. In fact, since the phase and 

amplitude functions a(r,O) and A(r,O) satisfy ordinary differential equations along the 

acoustic rays, it is not possible to directly impose the surface boundary condition on the 

geometric-acoustic solutions. Hence, in order for the acoustic field to satisfy the boundary 

condition on the airfoil surface, an additional complementary solution is required. In this 

section, we develop the complementary solution corresponding to the geometric-acoustic 

field hi which emanates from the airfoil leading edge. 

The calculation of the complementary solution is treated as a diffraction problem. 

Essentially, the geometric-acoustic field hi is treated as an incident wave field whose 

interaction with the airfoil surface generates a reflected wave field. The rays of the 

geometric-acoustic field are nearly tangent to the airfoil surface, implying that the reflected 

wave field is concentrated at shallow angles. This feature will be seen to play an important 

role in the analysis of the reflected wave field. The present situation has some similarities 

with the problem of the electromagnetic field generated by a source on the surface of a 

convex body. Fock and Leontovich (1946) used asymptotic methods to analyze the latter 
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problem (see Fock 1965). In particular, they examined a region surrounding the source in 

which the transition from the illuminated region to the shadow region develops. For 

convenience, we refer to the region near the airfoil surface where the complementary 

solution is concentrated as a "transition region". The solution in this region is represented in 

the form 

(3.52) 

where his is the complementary solution. The analysis is first presented for the upper 

surface of the airfoil t/J > 0, and then the results are extended to the lower surface. 

The geometric-acoustic field hi was determined in Section 3.2.2 by matching the local 

leading-edge and outer solutions. This matching considered 0(1) values of fJ, and showed 

that the O(€Vk) term K1(fJ) of the amplitude function contains the directivity function 

L3C (fJ) corresponding to H 3C. However, in this section it is necessary to consider small 
2 2 

values of fJ. The function L3C (0) has a logarithmic singularity as fJ - 0, due to a failure of 
2 

the method of steepest descent. The somewhat more complicated function L U

3C (r,fJ) defined 
2 

by Eq. (3.32c) is a replacement for L3C (fJ) that provides uniform validity for all values of O. 
2 

Thus, prior to formulating the diffraction problem, we replace L3C (fJ) by L
U

3C (r,fJ) in 
2 2 

Eq. (3.49a). This replacement extends the validity of the matching between the local 

leading-edge and outer regions to shallow angles. It can be verified by direct substitution 

that the modified form of hi satisfies the homogeneous form of the differential equation 

(3.2a) to the same order of accuracy. 

The complementary solution his satisfies the homogeneous form of the differential 

equation (3.2a) and the boundary condition 
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[ ahls + M 2 !k h ] I = - [ahl + M 2 !k h ] I . 
at/J 00 atP Is t/J=O atP 00 atP I t/J=O 

(3.53) 

It can be seen from Eq. (3.49a) that the right-hand side of Eq. (3.53) contains the factor 

eik CTI (r,O) , corresponding to the phase of the grazing ray. It is natural to anticipate that the 

complementary solution hIs will contain this phase factor as well. Finally, a number of 

features suggest that a rescaling of the vertical coordinate is appropriate. Firstly, the grazing 

nature of the incident field suggests that the reflected field hIs will be concentrated at 

shallow angles. Secondly, for k» 1 and r = 0(1) the function L
U
3C (r,O) exhibits a 

Z 

boundary-layer structure with a distinguished limit corresponding to 0 = O(k-1/ Z). Finally, 

the inability of the geometric-acoustic solution hI to satisfy the boundary condition on the 

airfoil surface stems from the fact that the transport equation governing the amplitude 

function contains only a first-order derivative with respect to t/J. A rescaling of the normal 

coordinate as 

(3.54a) 

is consistent with the boundary layer structure of LU3C (r,O), and will be seen to bring a 
Z 

second-order derivative with respect to t/J into the equation governing the amplitude 

function. 

Setting 

(3.54b) 

and substituting into the homogeneous form of the differential equation (3.2a), the function 

G(t/J,T]) is found to satisfy 
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. aG a2G 
2z w ar/J + 8rJ2 = 0 (3.54c) 

where terms of relative order O(k-1/ 2) have been neglected. The exponential function in 

(3.54b) corresponds to the phase of the grazing ray. Since the rescaling of the normal 

coordinate has brought a second derivative into the differential equation (3.54c) governing 

G(r/J,TJ) , this function can satisfy the boundary condition on the airfoil surface as well as the 

radiation condition for large TJ. The factor E/k in (3.54b) has been introduced in anticipation 

of the form of the boundary condition on TJ = O. Since our analysis has neglected terms 

smaller than O(E/k), only the leading-order solution for G(r/J,TJ) is required. 

The no-flow boundary condition (3.53) on the airfoil surface is applicable only over 

the airfoil chord length, 0 < r/J < 2. However, it proves convenient to enforce (3.53) for the 

full range r/J > 0, and to correct the boundary condition for r/J > 2 at a later stage of the 

analysis. Evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. (3.53), the boundary condition satisfied by 

G(r/J,TJ) is 

aGI = b(r/J) 
8rJ TJ=O 

(3.54d) 

where 

'f' n I _ 00 (S _ W)2 'f' b("') = -A wei7r
/ 4 

[ ('Y+I)M 4 ] V2 - v'2-"'(r/J+I) 
2.Jiv'S+w(S-w) 2f300

4 w2 r/J 
(3.54e) 

for 0 < r/J < 2 and 

(3.54f) 

for r/J > 2. It is interesting to note that contributions to the function b(r/J) arise only from 

derivatives of the function (Jt and LU
3C • Finally, a boundary condition on G(O,TJ) is required 

2 

to complete the specification of the problem for G(r/J,TJ). The analysis of Section 3.2.2 
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demonstrated the match of the local leading-edge solution and the geometric-acoustics field 

hi' to O{€/k) when the functions are expressed in terms of the local leading-edge variables. 

Thus, we must set 

G(O,77) = 0 . (3.54g) 

Additional discussion concerning the formulation of the equations governing G(I/>,77) can be 

found in Myers and Kerschen (1991), who recently carried out an extensive analysis of the 

near-surface field governed by a system of the type (3.54). 

The solution to Eqs. (3.54) is developed utilizing a Laplace transform with respect to 

1/>, defined as 

00 

G(S,77) = fo G(I/>,77) e-s~ dl/> • (3.55a) 

with the inverse transform given by 

c+;oo 

G(I/>,77) = 2
1
7r I . G(S,77) es~ ds 

C-100 

(3.55b) 

where C is a positive real number. Applying the transform to (3.54c) and utilizing (3.54g), 

we obtain 

aZG 
aTJz + 2 i w s G = o . (3.56a) 

The solutions of this ordinary differential equation are 

and 

The branch cut in the s plane is shown in figure 3.5. For values of s in the right half-

plane, the first solution grows exponentially as 77 -+ 00. Rejecting this solution, we have 
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s-plane 

c 
-----------------------------0-------+-------

Figure 3.5 Location of singularities and a contour of integration in the transform plane 

for G. 



G(S,1]) = D(s) exp(-e- i7r/4./2ws 1]) • 

Applying the boundary condition (3.54d), the function D(s) is found as 

D(s) = - e~ b(s) 
v2ws 

Therefore, the Laplace transform of G is 

- ei7r/ 4 exp(-e- i7r/ 4 v'2ws '1)-
G = - -- b(s) 

../2w Vs 
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(3.56b) 

(3.56c) 

(3.56d) 

The inverse transform is calculated using the Laplace convolution formula, which 

states that the Laplace transform of the convolution 

x 

J*g = J/(X-€)g(€)d€ (3.57) 

is equal to the product of the Laplace transforms of J(x) and g(x). Evaluating the inverse 

transform of the factor multiplying b(s) in Eq. (3.56d) and applying the convolution, G(t/>,'1) 

is given by 

(3.58a) 

Substitution of Eqs. (3.54e) and (3.54f) into (3.58a) yields 

(3.58b) 

for 0 < t/> < 2 and 
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G(cp,T/) 

(3.58c) 

for cp > 2. 

From the standpoint of numerical evaluation, an unattractive feature of the above 

integrals is that the wavelength of the oscillatory terms is a function of the value of the 

integration variable e, with infinitely rapid variation near some of the limits of integration. 

Since the expression for cp > 2 will be used in several places in the ensuing analysis, we 

introduce T = e(cp-2)j(cp-e). After some algebraic manipulations, this leads to 

(3.58d) 

for cp > 2. The exponential terms are now seen to have a wavelength which is independent 

of the variable of integration. 

In order to correct the boundary condition on t/J = 0 for cp > 2, the value of the 

transition solution hltr (cp,t/J) for t/J = o± and cp > 2 will be required. The value for t/J = 0+ is 

obtained by evaluating (3.58d) on T/ = 0, substituting the result into (3.54b) and combining 

with the result for hl(r,e) evaluated at e = O. To extend the result to t/J = 0-, note that the 

incident field for the lower field corresponds to hl(r,e) evaluated at e = 211", and TJ = - ../kt/J. 

The results for cp > 2 and t/J = 0+ and 0- can then be expressed in the form, 
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ik7(~) {LO(O±) + elk{L1(0±) + Lz(O±) + L3p(O±) + L3C (O±) + L3C (O±) 
k3 z ¢ 1 3 

+ An iVw [I _ ('Y+I)Moo4 (O-w)2] [In(32Wk¢) _ i1r + r 
211"Vo+w(o-w) 2f3oo

4 wZ 2 

_ Vt/J J2 v'2 - ~(e+ 1) de _ In(2) + 2 In(Vt/J _ J¢-2)]}1 (3.59) 
v'2 0 v¢-e e J 

where r = 0.57721566490 ...... is Euler's constant. The argument of the directivity functions 

is 8 = 0 on the upper surface 1/J = 0+, while on the lower surface 1/J = 0- the argument of the 

directivity functions is 8 = 211". The phase function (JI has the same value on the upper and 

lower surfaces. 

Finally, expressions for the transition solution in the far field ¢ » I will be required. 

The original scaling (3.54a) for the transition region assumed that 17 and ¢ were both 0( I). 

However, from the phase functions in Eq. (3.58d), it can be seen that the appropriate 

extension of the transition region to the far field is given by 17 = O(¢). Neglecting terms 

which are higher order in IN, Eq. (3.58d) then simplifies to 

G(¢,17) 

(3.60) 

where for the moment we are again restricting attention to 1/J > O. To determine the far-

field sound, the complementary solution his must be added to the geometric-acoustic field 

hi' (The corresponding contributions for the sound field emanating from the local trailing-

edge region are considered in following sections.) The analysis in this section has considered 

only the transition region, corresponding to O(k-1/ Z) values of 8 in the far field. However, 

an asymptotic expansion of Eq. (3.60) for 17N » I shows that G is O(k-1) for 8 = 0(1). 
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Hence, for 0 = 0( I) the function hIs is smaller than the order of the terms we have chosen to 

retain in the outer region, and to the desired order of accuracy the solution for all values of 

o can be considered as the sum of hI and hIs' 

In combining hI and hIs for r » I and 0(1) values for 0, it is useful to examine the 

transition-region expansion of the phase of the geometric-acoustic solution hI' Substituting 

the transition-region variables into Eq. (3.49b), we obtain the expansion 

(3.61) 

It can then be seen that the phase of hIs (corresponding to the sum of the phase term in 

(3.60) and that extracted in (3.54b» is then simply (JI(r,O). In addition, expanding the 

quantity k(I -cosO), which appears in L
U

3C ' in terms of the transition-region variables, we 
2 

find 

Thus in determining an expression for the acoustic far field which is uniformly valid in 0, 

we express hIs in the form 

An iV;-v [I _ ("Y+I)Moo4 (O-w)2] 
27rVo+w (o-w) 2 f3oo4 w2 

[ 12 Ok (1 8) Vi - V2-r(T+1) JOOeikW(1-COS8)T] e' W -cos T de + dr 
o Vir 1 2 r 

(3.62) 

The solution hIs for t/J < 0 can be found in a similar fashion. The final result is simply 

the negative of the above solution. This can be understood by noting that hls(t/J,t/J) is the 

continuation of H3C into the transition region, and L U

3C is an anti-symmetric function of t/J. 
2 2 

In the far field, the distance r is very large and therefore r(I -cosO) = 0(1) for 
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essentially all angles. Then the method of steepest descent can be applied to the integral in 

LU

3C given by Eq. (3.32c), and the far-field expansion for LU

3C reverts to L3C • Combining 
2 2 2 

hi and his, the far-field solution for the leading edge, incorporating transition region effects, 

is then 

h~(r,() 
i k 171 (r,e) { { 

- e /.;; Lo«() + f v'k L 1«() + L2«() + L~n «() + L3C «() + L3C «() + L3C «() 
k3 2 r .... 1 2 3 

+ sgn( t/J) An i v'lv [I _ (ry+ I ) Moo 4 (6 _ W)2] 
271"v'6+w (6-w) 2 P00

4 w2 

e' W -cos v f" dr + dr . [ 12 Ok (1 ~) Vi - ..J2:T(T+1) JOOeikW(l-cose)f"]}} 
o Vir 2 r 

(3.63) 

Closed-form expansions for the leading-edge directivity functions Li «() were given in 

Section 3.1. The contribution from the transition region is represented by the two integrals 

in the above expression. The transition-region contribution cancels the logarithmic 

singularity in L3C as () -+ 0 or 271". 
2 

3.4 Local Trailing-Edge Region 

In the singular-perturbation structure, a local region is present at the trailing edge. In 

this section, we analyze the local problem in this trailing-edge region. There is a crucial 

difference in the boundary condition for the local leading-edge region and the local trailing-

edge region. In the leading-edge region, in its initial development the boundary layer 

remains attached to the body surface, and hence the flow streamline goes around the leading 

edge following the body surface. In contrast, boundary-layer separation occurs at the sharp 

trailing edge, and the flow on the two surfaces of the airfoil continues downstream rather 
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than going around the trailing edge. The influence of this viscous phenomenon on the 

inviscid flow is represented by the unsteady Kutta condition (Crighton 1985), which states 

that the total unsteady flow must leave the trailing edge tangentially. Since the flow speed 

on the upper and lower surfaces is not necessarily the same, a vortex sheet exists 

downstream of the trailing edge. The pressure must be continuous across this vortex sheet. 

The local solution in the trailing-edge region contains two components, one due to the 

interaction of the convected gust with the trailing edge, and the other due to the interaction 

of the leading-edge sound field with the trailing edge. These two components are 

considered separately below. 

We first consider the interaction of the convected disturbance with the trailing edge. 

To analyze the trailing-edge region, we introduce local coordinates scaled on the disturbance 

wavelength, 

<Itt = k ¢t , (3.64b) 

1l!t = k tPt . (3.64c) 

where (¢l'tPt ) are given by (3.50). The local trailing-edge expansion of the mean-flow 

perturbation is 

€ [ VR; (cosOd2 + i sinOd2) ] 
q - i I-' = 21300 3 - V2 Vk + O{€) • (3.65) 

Where (Rt ,Ot) are the polar form of (<Itt' 1l!t) and -7f < 0t < 7f. The interaction of this mean-

flow perturbation with the convected gust produces a source term similar to that in 

Eq. (3.14a) for the leading edge, but the source term for the trailing edge is O{l/k) weaker 

than that for the leading edge. Hence, the source term S in Eq. (3.2a) can be neglected to 

the order of approximation. Though the volume source term is negligible, sound might still 
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be generated by the change in boundary condition, representing the interaction of the 

convected disturbance with the trailing edge. The boundary condition Eq. (3.2g) and the 

homogeneous part of Eq. (3.2a), rewritten in local trailing-edge coordinates, apply. 

However, the mean-flow perturbation quantities are O(€) or smaller and can be ignored. 

The governing equations corresponding to the interaction of the convected gust with 

the trailing edge are then 

a2H a2H __ t + __ t + w2 H
t 

= 0 , 
iNll

2 C:iWt 2 
(3.66a) 

aHt I -An i k (S/2/Joo i k6 (2+(//Joo) iHlt + 0(€k-3/ 2» . 
alUt Wt < 0 = k floo 

IUt = 0 

(3.66b) 

The phase factor k€3/2floo is an 0(1) shift in the phase of the convected gust which occurs 

upstream of the airfoil, caused by the airfoil thickness slowing down the approach of the 

gust. The phase factor involving 0 represents the change in the phase of the gust in 

convecting the length of the airfoil, with the term containing € again being the influence of 

airfoil thickness. Downstream of the trailing edge, the boundary conditions on IU = O± are 

that the unsteady components of pressure and transverse velocity must be continuous across 

the vortex sheet, i.e., 

[ 
aHt 
aiVt 

and 

- i 6 H, ]~, > 0 
iVt = 0+ 

BHt I = 
BiVt wt > 0 

IUt = 0+ 

(3.66c) 

(3.66d) 

Equations (3.66) are mixed-boundary-value problem which can be solved by the 

Wiener-Hopf technique. The uniqueness of the solution requires that the edge condition be 
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specified for the behavior as the CPt -. O. From the unsteady Kutta condition, we require 

that the pressure and transverse velocity be bounded as CPt -. O±, respectively. The solution 

satisfying Eqs. (3.66) is 

H t = (3.67) 

Eq. (3.67) is an extension into the local trailing-edge region of the hydrodynamic 

solution Eq. (3.37a). It exhibits the same form for CPt > 0 and CPt < O. This result is a 

consequence of the unsteady Kutta condition, which causes a wake of shed vorticity to be 

generated by the time-dependent motion. The shed vorticity in this wake is essentially a 

smooth continuation of bound vorticity in the airfoil which cancels the gust velocity v'. In 

the local trailing-edge region, both the bound and shed vorticity convect at the free-stream 

speed, hence no pressure fluctuations are generated. Thus, the interaction of the convected 

disturbance with the trailing edge produces no sound.t 

In addition to the convected disturbance, there are pressure fluctuations associated 

with the leading-edge acoustic field. In general, the leading-edge acoustic field is different 

above and below the airfoil. Thus a pressure difference across the trailing edge is produced. 

In order to cancel this difference, a scattered field arises at the trailing edge. The scattered 

field in the local trailing-edge region becomes the source of the trailing-edge acoustic field 

t Note that the above result does not contradict trailing-edge noise theories (Howe 1978). 

Since our theory has ignored the presence of the boundary layer, the vorticity is convected 

at free-stream speed. In contrast, trailing-edge noise theories consider boundary-layer 

turbulence, which convects at speed less than free-stream speed. In this situation, pressure 

fluctuations are generated and the trailing-edge region is a local sound source. 
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which extends into the outer region. 

The modified pressure for the leading-edge acoustic field, PI' can be found by 

Eq. (2.l3b). In calculating 8h18cP, the derivative on the rapidly varying phase dominates. 

Hence, after non-dimensionaIization, 

-ik6M 2", I '/"i PI = i k (5 - wcose) e 00 hltr(r,e) + O(k- 3 2, f/v k) . (3.68) 

to the order which is retained in this dissertation. Thus, from Eq. (3.59), the jump in 

modified pressure across the wake is 

where 

and 

(3.69c) 

The local trailing-edge field which cancels this pressure jump satisfies the Helmholtz 

equation in local trailing-edge variables: 

(3.70a) 
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In contrast to the local leading-edge region, the non-uniform propagation effects are O(€) 

and can be neglected. Introducing the local trailing-edge variables (CP/' WI) in Eqs. {3.69), 

the local trailing-edge solution HI satisfies the following boundary condition across the wake 

vortex sheet. 

llliQl/O i w ~I • (3.70b) 
k3 2 

It can be seen that the variation of the amplitude at the pressure jump with tPl does not 

enter in this local region. In addition to continuity of pressure, the vertical velocity must 

also be continuous across the vortex sheet, i.e., 

(3.70c) 

Finally, the no-flow condition must be enforced on the airfoil surface, i.e., 

(3.70d) 

In order to satisfy the unsteady Kutta condition, it is further assumed that aHI/awl is finite 

as RI approaches zero. 

Equations (3.70) can be solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique. The result is 

H (cp 'II) = sgn 'It!'1 I V w Pi e I I d>" . ( ,T. ) . r '(0) JOO -i>'~ -/ill /~-:~ 
I I' I 2..;2 11" k3/2 -00 (>.. + 0) (>.. + w) ~ 

(3.7Ia) 

For matching with the outer and transition regions, asymptotic expansions of (3.71a) for 

RI » 1 are required. An asymptotic expansion for RI -+ 00 and 01 = 0(1) can be obtained 

by the method of steepest descent as 
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(3.71b) 

where 

(3.71c) 

Equation (3.71 c) is singular for small 0t. The method of steepest descent fails for small 

angles due to the proximity of the saddle point at >. = - wcosOt to the pole at>. = - w. 

In developing an asymptotic expansion of (3.71a) for Rt » 1 which is uniformly valid 

in 0t, it is convenient to separate the integral into two parts, i.e., 

The method of steepest descent is applicable to the second integral in the right side of the 

equation. A uniform asymptotic expansion is developed for the first integral in Appendix 

B. The final result corresponds to replacing the function T(Ot) in Eq. (3.71 b) by the 

function 

= sgn(tP()ipj(O) [erfC(e-ilr/4 v'w(l-cosO )kr ) eikwrt (cos 01 -1) ..;r:;:: 
2(0-w) I I I 

_ v'2 vweill"/4IsinO,/21] 
';;'(0 - weosOI ) 

(3.71d) 

Note that the amplitude of the function T U 
(rl ,°1 ) is constant along the vortex sheet 

01 = O. This is to be expected, since the deeay of the amplitude of the leading-edge pressure 

field did not enter in forming the boundary condition (3.70b). Thus, the asymptotic 

expansion (3.71d) is valid only for 11k « rl « 1, and the trailing-edge outer solution at 

shallow angles cannot be obtained by simply extending the directivity function T
U 

(rl ,°1 ) 

into the outer region. A separate trailing-edge transition region is necessary to describe the 
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behavior of the solution at shallow angles for r, = 0( 1). 

3.4.1 Matching of Local Trailing-Edge and Outer Solutions: 

In this section, the local trailing-edge solution (3.71) and the corresponding outer 

solution (3.51) are matched for 0( 1) values of 0t. The matching procedure is nearly 

identical to the matching carried out for the leading edge in Section 3.2.2. The final result 

is 

ik(wrt +O't ) 
T(Ot)e 1 

ht = k2.;r; 

where at is given in Eq. (3.S1d) and g2(Ot) = o. 
1 

(3.72) 

The outer solution (3.72) contains T(Ot), which is singular as 0, approaches zero. This 

singularity signifies that the geometric-acoustic assumption is violated for small values of 0t . 

Thus a transition region is needed to describe the sound field at shallow angles. This 

solution is developed in the following section. 

3.5 Trailing-Edge Transition Solution 

In formulating the analysis in the trailing-edge transition region, it is useful to note 

that the solution Ht (cpt, wt ) in the local trailing-edge region is simply a complementary 

solution to the governing equations which cancels the jump in the leading-edge pressure 

field across the vortex sheet (CPt > 0, wt = 0). This feature also holds for the trailing-edge 

transition region, to the order of the analysis carried out here. Thus, in continuing the local 

trailing-edge solution into the transition region, we seek a complementary solution hts which 

cancels the pressure jump across the vortex sheet due to the leading-edge transition field, 
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i.e. we set 

(3.73) 

where hltr(I/J,,,,) is the leading-edge transition solution. 

Guided by analysis of the leading-edge transition region in Section 3.3, we introduce 

a transverse coordinate 

"'t = Vk. "'t . (3.74a) 

The function hts exhibits a multiple-scales dependence on I/Jt. The dependence on the short 

scale of the disturbance wavelength is suppressed by factoring out a phase function. Thus 

we set 

(3.74b) 

where the factor k- 3/ 2 has been introduced in anticipation of the matching with the local 

trailing-edge region. 

Substituting Eq. (3.73) into the differential equation (3.2a) and introducing the 

trailing-edge transition region variables, the function Gt (I/Jt ''''t) is found to satisfy 

2
. aGt aZGt 
I W al/Jt + 8rJ

t 
2 = 0 . (3.75a) 

One boundary condition is provided by continuity of pressure across the vortex sheet. In 

order to cancel the pressure associated with the leading-edge field, we have 

G I -G I - i pj(l/Jt) 
t I/Jt > 0 t I/Jt > 0 - 0 - W • 

"'t = 0+ "'t = 0-

(3.75b) 

Note that the function pj(l/Jt) contains terms of 0(1), O(€Vk.lnk) and 0(€Vk.). The second 
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boundary condition that the vertical velocity is continuous across the vortex sheet leads to 

(3.75c) 

The function hts must represent an outgoing wave as I I'lt I -+ 00; this condition is enforced 

by introducing an appropriate small imaginary quantity in the analysis and requiring that 

as (3.75d) 

Finally, a boundary condition on Gt is required at tPt = O. This condition arises from 

the matching of the local trailing-edge solution and the trailing-edge transition solution. 

Consider the expansion of these two solutions in a common region cI>t = O(,klh.), 'lit = 

O(k1/ 2), corresponding to tPt = O(k-1/ 2 ), '1t = 0(1). It can be seen from Eq. (3.7Ib) that the 

leading term of Ht is O(k-7/ 4) in this region. In order to match with this result, the leading 

term of Gt must be O(k- 1/ 4 ) in this region. Taking the limit k -+ 00, the leading order term 

of Gt must vanish as tPt -+ O. A similar argument holds for the higher-order terms in the 

expansion for Gt> as shown for a related problem by Myers and Kerschen (1992). Thus, we 

set 

(3.75e) 

The solution to Eqs. (3.75) can be developed utilizing the Laplace transform. The 

details of the analysis are similar to those in Section 3.3. The final result in convolution 

form is 

(3.76a) 
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It can be seen that Gt is an antisymmetric function of '1t. Substituting (3.69b) into (3.76a), 

introducing the change of variable e1 = l'1t l/v¢1 - e, and integrating term by term, we obtain 

(.,.) '(0) i W '7t 2 /2 (,pt + 2) 
Gt = - sgn 'f't Pi e erfc(e-i1r/4 v'W I'" I IvA. (¢ +2» 

2 V ¢t + 2 ·,t 'f't t 

_ f Vksgn(tPt )An i v'We
i k Ud2H/{Joo ,0) [I _ <'Y+I) Moo 4 (5 _ W)z] 

21l' V5+w (5-w) 2 f3oo 4 WZ 

{
2e- i1r/4 .flv l'1tl /W'7t2/2(,pt+2) 

.;;r '4;(¢t +2) 

JOOeiW '7t 2 eZ
/ 4,pt (,pt +2) [In(2)+ In[ 1- _1_- 2¢, + J ¢, J 1- 4 ]] de 

2 ¢t +2 (¢t +2)eZ ¢t +2 ez 

2 

J Vi - y'2':"T(T+ I) i W '7t 2 /2(,pt +2 -,.) [V2 - T e- i 1r/4 v'W l'1t I] 
+ ~k ~ o Vi T V ¢t + 2 - T Vi '4; V ¢t + 2 - T 

iW'7t2/2(,pt +2) } 
+ [2-2In(2)J e .fi:+i erfc(e-i1r/4v'WI'1tI/V¢t(¢t+2». 

¢t +2 
(3.76b) 

In the following sections, (3.76b) is matched with the solutions in local trailing-edge region 

and the outer region. 

3.5.1 Matching of Local Trailing-Edge and Trailing-Edge Transition Solutions: 

The acoustic fields in both the local trailing-edge region and the trailing-edge 

transition region consist of the sum of the leading-edge transition solution hltr and a 

scattered field. Thus, in examining the matching between these regions, we shall consider 

only the scattered fields, Ht (CPt> 'lit) and hts(¢t>'1t). In deriving Eq. (3.75e), we considered 

the asymptotic matching of these fields in a square region, CPt and 'lit = O(k1/z). That limit 

corresponds to ¢t -+ 0 with '1t = 0( I). In this section we consider a different limit which 

captures the thin-layer structure of the solutions. Specifically, the variable Pt = 1'111/'4; = 

I \lit II#; is held constant in the matching process. We utilize Van Dyke's rule, expressing 
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the local trailing-edge expansion (3.7Id) in terms of rPt and Pit and expanding the trailing-

edge transition solution (3.76b) in terms of <Pt and Pt. The transition-variables expansion of 

the local trailing-edge solution takes the form 

(_I.) ·(0) i k w ~t 
_ sgn 'fit pj e erfc(e-i 7:/4 V}V P /Vi) 

2 Vi k3/2 t 

which is identical to the local expansion of the transition solution when <Pt is replaced by 

krPl' showing that the matching condition is satisfied. This result verifies that the trailing-

edge transition solution is the proper continuation of the thin layer at shallow angles 

identified in Eq. (3.7Id). 

3.5.2 Matching of Trailing-Edge Transition and Outer Solutions: 

Next we consider the matching of the trailing-edge transition region with the outer 

solution. The outer solution (3.72) (with 3.7Ic) of O(k- 2) is expressed in terms of transition 

region variables and expanded to O(k- 3/ 2 , fo/k), while the transition region solution (3.76b) 

of O(k-3/ 2 , fo/k) is expressed in terms of outer variables and expanded to O(k-2). 

Comparing these expressions in transition region variables, we find the common term 

(3.77) 

A uniformly valid composite solution can be formed from Eqs. (3.72), (3.76b) and (3.77) as 

u c 
h t = ht + hts - h t • (3.78) 

We now utilize the composite solution (3.78) to evaluate the the far-field sound. 

Before taking the limit r t » I, we express the composite solution in terms of outer 

variables. First note that the phase of the geometric-acoustic solution ht, when expanded in 

transition region variables, takes the form 
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(3.79a) 

Thus, the phase factors in hts and h~ can be expressed compactly in terms of the phase 

function kat. Secondly, guided by the combination of variables which appears in 

Eq. (3.71d), we find the expansion in transition region variables 

(3.79b) 

Utilizing this result to replace '7t in hts and h~, and neglecting terms of O(ll¢t), the far-

field form of the composite solution for the trailing-edge acoustic field is 

_ sgn(,pt) ei k CIt (rt JOt) { pj(O) v'W ei -x/41 sinOt 121 

2 k2 ..r,:; v'rr(c5 - wcosOt ) 

_ pj(O) e - 2i k w (1- cos °t) ..[k erfc(e- i -x/4 v'2 k w(I - cos 0t) ) 

{ 

v2v'wk(l-cosO ) e- i -x/4 JOO . 2 
____ -:-_t___ e'kw (l-cosO,)e 12 [In(2)+ln(1 -2Ie2 +v'1-4Ie2 ) ] de 

Vir 2 

2 
+ r v2-v'2='T(r+l) eikw(l-cosOt)T erfc(e-i-x/4v'(2-r)kw(I -cosOt» dr 

Jo v2r 

+ [2 - 2In(2)] erfc(e- i -,. --'2 k wO- cosO,» }} . (3.80) 

3.6 Total Far-Field Acoustic Solution 

In this section, the far-field composite solutions for the leading edge and trailing edge 
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are combined together to form the total acoustic far field. The total far-field acoustic 

solution is 

(3.81) 

where h~ and h~ are given by Eqs. (3.63) and (3.80), respectively. The expression (3.63) for 

the leading-edge field h~ contains the directivity functions Lo(O), L 1(0), L 2(0), L3p (0), 

L3C
1 
(0), L3C

2 
(0) and L3C

3 
(0), which are given by Eqs. (3.IOb), (3.l3b), (3.18b), (3.3Ib), 

(3.3Id), (3.32b) and (3.31f), respectively. The phase function CT/(r,O) which appears in h~ is 

given by Eqs. (3.49b) and (3.42c). The expression (3.80) for h~ contains the functions pj(O), 

CTt (rt ,Ot) and CT/ (2 + €/ Poo , 0). The leading-edge field pressure jump at the trailing edge, 

pj(O), can be calculated from Eq. (3.69b), the phase of the leading-edge field evaluated at 

the trailing edge, CT/(2H/Poo '0), is given by Eq. (3.69c), and the phase of the trailing-edge 

field, CTt (r"Ot), is given by Eq. (3.5Ig). In Eq. (3.80), rt and 0t can be replaced by rand 0 

without introducing extra errors, excluding the phase term CTt (rt ,Ot) which is considered 

separately below. 

An important feature of the far-field directivity pattern is the constructive and 

destructive interference which occurs between the leading-edge and trailing-edge acoustic 

fields. It is the difference in the phase of the disturbances emanating from the leading and 

trailing edge regions which creates this effect. Therefore it is convenient to extract the 

leading-edge phase function from the trailing-edge field. The total phase for the trailing

edge field h~ is kCTt(rt ,Ot)+kCT/(2H/Poo '0). (Note that pj(O) includes the phase factor 

i ku/(2+£/Poo,O).) The difference in the far-field phase 

(3.82a) 

is given by 
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kad(O) = kw(2+f./fJoo) (I-cosO) + :~ [V(o)- V(O) cosO] (3.82b) 

= kw [2 + £F(2)] (I -cosO) + k [V(O)-V(O)COSO] £ F(2) (3.82c) 

where terms of O(k-1) have been neglected. Equation (3.82b) is the result for a Joukowski 

airfoil, while Eq. (3.82c) is the generalized form for the case of a symmetric airfoil of 

arbitrary thickness distribution, included here in anticipation of the discussion in Section 3.7. 

The total far-field acoustic solution for a symmetric Joukowski airfoil, Eq. (3.81), can 

then be written as 

h 

(3.83) 

Airfoil thickness enters in two ways in this equation, through the combination £..fk and 

implicitly through the phase functions a, and ad. The combination £..fk arose in the analysis 

of the local leading-edge region, where the airfoil shape essentially reduces to a parabola 

whose nose radius matches that of the airfoil. For a Joukowski airfoil shown in figure (3.1), 

the nose radius is r n = £2 b. The combination £..fk can then be expressed in terms of a 

Strouhal number based on the gust frequency and the airfoil nose radius, i.e., 

(3.84) 

Thus, the effect of airfoil thickness on the amplitudes of the leading-edge field and the 

trailing edge field is proportional to the square root of a Strouhal number based on the 

airfoil nose radius. 

The airfoil thickness also modifies the phase of the far-field sound through the 
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function al(r,O). The phase of the sound field is usually of much less interest than the 

amplitude. A more important influence on the sound field which arises as a result of phase 

effects is due to the phase difference between the leading-edge and trailing-edge fields, 

ad (0). This function controls the pattern of constructive and destructive interference 

between the leading- and trailing-edge fields. The phase function ad is determined by the 

global airfoil thickness distribution, but its only influence on the far-field sound is a shift in 

the angular locations of the lobes of the directivity pattern. A change in the gust frequency 

k also shifts the angular locations of these lobes, even for the case of a zero-thickness airfoil. 

Equation (3.83) also illustrates that the local leading-edge region is the primary sound 

source. The trailing edge field arises only due to the scattering of the pressure field pj(O) 

which was generated in the local leading-edge region. The amplitude of the leading-edge 

acoustic field depends solely on the nose radius of the airfoil. In the parametric study of 

Chapter 4, we present results in terms of the airfoil thickness ratio, defined as the maximum 

thickness of the airfoil divided by the airfoil chord. For a Joukowski airfoil the thickness 

ratio is 3v'3€/8. However, it should be emphasized that the primary physical parameter is 

the Strouhal number based on the airfoil nose radius, rather than the airfoil thickness ratio. 

3.7 Thin Airfoil with Parabolic Nose 

In this section, the case of a thin airfoil with a parabolic nose but with a shape other 

than a Joukowski airfoil is considered. The nose radius of this airfoil is assumed to be €z. 

In the vicinity of the airfoil nose, the profile of the airfoil satisfies the equation, 

xz=±€ ~/v'2, which agrees with the Joukowski airfoil. 

For a thin airfoil with a profile 
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0< Xl < 2, (3.85) 

the first-order perturbation velocity is 

(3.86) 

where z=x1 +i x 2 • For points on the airfoil surface, the integral must be evaluated as a 

Cauchy principal value. Since the solution for a Joukowski airfoil is already known, we 

separate the thickness distribution into two parts, 

(3.87a) 

where 

(3.87b) 

is the thickness distribution for the Joukowski airfoil and T 2(X1) represents the deviation of 

the airfoil thickness distribution from that for the Joukowski airfoil. We assume that T 2(X1) 

vanishes at the airfoil edges Xl = 0 and 2, that this function is linear or weaker in the 

vicinity of the edges, and that dT2(x1)/dx1 is 0(1) or smaller at all points along the airfoil 

chord. This is equivalent to assuming that the airfoil has a smooth thickness distribution. 

The first-order perturbation velocity then takes the form 

2 
'-1, I [2-Z v 2 ] 1 JdT2(e)AL cPl - 1'1'1 = R"; +2z -2z-2z+3 + -2 IJ de-l: 

Xl x 2 1-'00 z2-2z 11'1-'00 0 Z .. 
. (3.88) 

Similarly, the perturbation complex potential for the mean flow can then be expressed as 
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z 

F(z) - fJ~ L[~lXl m - i~lX, (rl] dr 

(3.89) 

where we have chosen the arbitrary constant such that F(O) = 0, consistent with Eq. (2.2Ib). 

The analysis of the airfoil-gust interaction for the case of a general thickness 

distribution follows closely that for the Joukowski airfoil. In fact, it turns out that only 

minor modifications appear in the final expressions for the far-field sound. In this section, 

we outline the modifications which occur in the various asymptotic regions. 

First consider the local leading-edge region. Recall that the appropriate length scale 

in this region is the disturbance wavelength. The analysis requires local expansions for the 

mean-flow perturbation and drift function, given by Eqs. (3.5) for the case of a Joukowski 

airfoil. To extend the theory to the case of a general symmetric airfoil, local expansions for 

the terms involving TZ(x1) are required. Introducing a local variable Z = kz, 

(3.90) 

Hence the perturbation velocity in the local leading-edge region is 

(3.91) 

where the terms which have been retained in Eq. (3.91) arise from the Joukowski thickness 

distribution, T1(X1). Thus, Eq. (3.5a) remains valid for a general airfoil shape, except for a 

modification in the magnitude of the term that has been neglected. Similarly, introducing 

the variable Z into Eq. (3.89) and utilizing (2.21 b), the drift function has the local expansion 
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(3.92) 

For a Joukowski airfoil, the integral in Eq. (3.88) takes the value 37r/2 consistent with Eq. 

(3.5b). 

These results show that the airfoil thickness distribution influences the equations in 

the local leading-edge region in two ways. The local mean-flow gradients which enter in 

the source terms and the coefficients of the differential equation are determined by the nose 

radius of the airfoil, and hence are not influenced by T2(X1). Similarly, the local variation 

of the drift function depends only on the airfoil nose radius. However, the drift function 

contains a constant term which depends on the global thickness distribution of the airfoil, 

and here the contributions due to Tl and T2 are of the same order. Recall that this constant 

term represents a phase shift for the unsteady perturbation, representing the fact that the 

mean-flow perturbation due to airfoil thickness slows down the approach of the convected 

disturbance to the leading edge. Other than this phase shift, the results of Section 3.1 apply 

without modification. 

Next consider the outer region. The derivation of the leading-edge ray field in 

Section 3.2.1 applies without modification. After matching with the local leading-edge 

solution, the final solution is the same as Eqs. (3.49) except that the phase is given by 

r 2 

at (r,O) = wr + V(O) fa q(r',O) dr' + 7r;oo fa TkfJ de (3.93a) 

2 

= wr + € V(O) Re{e- iO [F(z) - F(a) J} + 7r;oo fo T~e) de (3.93b) 

with F(z) defined by Eq. (3.89). The far-field expansion of at, r » I, is found to be 
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2 

O'/(r,O) = wr + € F(-oo) V(O) cosO + 7r;oo fo T~f.) de + O(r-1) • (3.93c) 

The corresponding expressions for the trailing-edge phase function at are given below. 

For the solution of the leading-edge transition region, the results in Section 3.3 are 

carried over with minor modifications. The phase shift term 3€/2f3oo which appears in Eq. 

(3.54b) must be replaced by the constant term in Eq. (3.92), and the function q(r',O) in 

(3.54b) must be calculated from (3.88). Furthermore, a portion of the function b(¢) which 

appears in the boundary condition (3.54d) arises from the derivative 

which occurs in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.53). Utilizing Eqs. (3.88) and (3.89) to 

calculate this derivative for a general thickness distribution, the function 

(3.94a) 

which appears in (3.54e) is replaced by 

(3.94b) 

Carrying through the analysis, the far-field solution for the leading edge, incorporating 

transition region effects, is then given by Eq. (3.63) with O'/(r,O) replaced by Eq. (3.93c) and 

b2(r) replaced by Eq. (3.94b). 

Next consider the local trailing-edge region. For a general airfoil thickness 

distribution, the position of the trailing edge in the (t/J,t/J) plane in given by 

Zo = 2 + € F(2) , (3.95) 
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where F(2) = l/Poo for the Joukowski airfoil. In the local trailing-edge region, an expansion 

similar to Eq. (3.90) shows that the function q - i I' is at most O(dn(k», and hence can be 

neglected in the leading-order analysis. The mean flow in the local trailing-edge region is 

then uniform, and the trailing-edge problem reduces to the scattering of the leading-edge 

pressure field as analyzed in Section 3.4. The general airfoil thickness distribution modifies 

the leading-edge pressure field through Eqs. (3.93c) and (3.94b). Carrying through the 

analysis of Section 3.4, the far-field form of the trailing-edge acoustic field is given by Eq. 

(3.72), with the trailing-edge phase function 

(3.96a) 

(3.96b) 

and with the modified forms of 0/ and b2 utilized in the calculation of pj(O). In the far 

field, the trailing-edge phase function simplifies to 

0t(r,,()t) = wrt + E[F(-oo)-F(2~V«()t)cOS()t + O(rt - 1). (3.96c) 

The trailing-edge transition solution also involves the scattering of the leading-edge 

pressure field. Carrying through the analysis of Section 3.5 with the modified form of the 

leading-edge pressure field, the far-field solution for the trailing edge, incorporating 

transition region effects, is Eq. (3.80) with appropriate modifications. Specifically, 

modifications as discussed above must be made to the expression pj(O) , the leading-edge 

phase 0/ evaluated at the location of the trailing edge, the trailing-edge phase 0t and the 

function b2(r). 

Finally, it is the difference in phase between the leading-edge and trailing-edge fields 
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that enters in the normalized power levels and directivity patterns presented in Chapter 4. 

The far-field phase difference kad(O) for the case of a general thickness distribution is given 

in Eq. (3.82c). 

The calculation of the far-field sound for an airfoil with a general thickness 

distribution involves a numerical integration to determine b2(4)) , followed by numerical 

integrations related to the transition region solutions. The situation is considerably simpler 

for the case of a Joukowski airfoil, since the function b2(4)) is then known in closed form. 

Therefore, much of the parametric study presented in Chapter 4 considers the case of a 

Joukowski airfoil. However, in Section 4.6 we present results for other airfoil shapes. 

These results demonstrate that the primary correlating parameter for the influence of airfoil 

thickness on airfoil-gust interaction noise is the Strouhal number (3.84) based on the airfoil 

nose radius. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter we present numerical results for the acoustic far field which is 

generated by the interaction of a Joukowski airfoil with a high-frequency disturbance. The 

influences of the airfoil thickness and of the gust and mean-flow parameters on the sound 

field are analyzed through parametric studies. 

There are eight independent parameters in the expression (3.81) for the far-field 

sound. Five of the six gust-velocity and wavevector components (At ,An ,A3 ,kt ,kn ' k3) are 

independent. The requirement that the gust be solenoidal provides one constraint, 

(4.1) 

The entropy fluctuation B, Mach number Moo and airfoil thickness parameter € are 

additional independent parameters. With such a large number of parameters, it is difficult 

to systematically study all possible combinations. To make the number of parameters more 

manageable, we primarily concentrate on the case of two-dimensional gusts for which 

k3 = A3 = o. 

The most important quantity for the sound field is the total amount of acoustic power 

radiated. We shall examine the changes in the total power level as a function of the above 

parameters. An expression for acoustic intensity in the presence of a nonzero mean flow 

was given by Goldstein (1976) as 

(4.2a) 

We define a normalized sound power as 



Normalized Power = 

where 

Power/Span 
Poo Uoos b AZ*2 

lOa 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

is the amplitude of the vortical gust. For cases involving entropy gusts, an appropriate 

replacement for A is defined later. Since the governing equation and boundary conditions 

are linear functions of the disturbance amplitude, the acoustic intensity and total sound 

power are quadratic in this quantity. Thus, the normalized power defined by (4.2b) is 

independent of the amplitude of the convected disturbances. Transforming from the 

physical coordinates to the potential-streamfunction coordinates, and integrating the far-

field expressions over a large cylindrical surface surrounding the airfoil, Myers (1987) 

showed that the normalized sound power produced by the airfoil-gust interaction is given by 

211' 

Normalized Power = k 2 0 W 1300
2 fa ".". (1300 cos20+sin20) J13002 sin20+cos20 r dO (4.2d) 

where ". is the complex conjugate of". The square of the gust amplitude A2 has been 

absorbed in our definition of normalized power and therefore the amplitude A is set equal to 

one in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2d). Since the phase factor eiku
/ cancels out in 

evaluating ".". from the far-field expression (3.81), the only radial dependence of ".". is 

the I/r decay which cancels with the r in the differential element of length. The integrand 

is then a function of 0 only, the polar angle in (~,,p) space. 

Changes in the sound field will also be studied through far-field pressure-directivity 

patterns. The directivity patterns which we plot are the magnitude of the pressure as a 

function of angle at a constant distance from the leading edge in the physical plane. Using 

the relationship, (~,,p) = (Xl' 1300 x 2 ) + O(f), the angles in physical (XI ,X2 ) and Prandtl

Glauert (~,,p) space are related by 
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cose = 
{300 cos () (4.3a) 

J 1 - M002 cos2 () 

sin e sin () = (4.3b) 

J 1 - Moo 2 cos2 () 

where () = tan-1(1/J/ifJ) is the angle in (ifJ,t/J) space and e = tan-1(X2/X1) the angle in the 

physical space. 

The directivity pattern represents the angular distribution of the far-field pressure. 

Sample directivity patterns are shown in figure 4.1. In the directivity pattern plots, the 

origin corresponds to the airfoil leading edge. The directivity patterns plotted in figure 4.1 

are for the interaction of a zero-thickness airfoil with a vorticity gust. The dotted line 

shows the pressure distribution of the leading-edge acoustic field and is the cos()/2 pattern 

of Lo«() (converted to pressure). The distortion of the cardiod is due to the transformation 

from (ifJ,t/J) to (xl'x2 ) coordinates. The solid line illustrates the interference between the 

leading- and trailing-edge fields. For small angles, the trailing-edge field cancels the 

antisymmetric leading-edge field. For larger angles, regions of constructive and destructive 

interference between the leading-edge field and the weaker trailing-edge field can be 

observed. 

Our parametric study is divided into six sections. The first four sections contain 

results for vortical gusts. In Section 4.1, we study the effect of varying the orientation of a 

two-dimensional gust. Then the effect of the span wise component of a wave vector and the 

cut-off phenomenon are briefly discussed. In Section 4.2, we analyze the behavior of the 

sound field as the Mach number is changed. We investigate how the sound field changes as 

a function of airfoil thickness in Section 4.3. The directivity patterns are examined in 

Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, cases involving entropy gusts are discussed. Finally, in Section 
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Figure 4.1 Far-field pressure directivity patterns for a flat plate, vortical gust, Moo = 0.6 

and k = 7. (a) Total field (solid line). (b) Leading-edge field (dotted line). 
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4.6 the normalized power and directivity patterns for airfoils whose shape differs from a 

Joukowski airfoil are briefly examined. 

4.1 Influence of Gust Orientation for Vortical Gusts 

In this section we examine the influence of gust orientation on the total sound power 

level produced by interaction of a vortical gust with a symmetric Joukowski airfoil. Results 

are presented as a function of gust orientations for constant values of frequency, Mach 

number and airfoil thickness. 

Throughout most of this section, we consider two-dimensional gusts (k3 = A3 = 0). For 

convenience in interpretation of the results, results are presented in terms of the gust 

orientation in physical space. The relationship between the normal wavenumber components 

(which are perpendicular to the mean flow streamlines at upstream infinity) in physical 

space and Prandtl-Glauert space is knp = f300 kn' where knp and kn correspond to physical 

space and Prandtl-Glauert space, respectively. Since the (r/J,t/J) and (Xl' X 2) unit vectors 

coincide far upstream, we can physically visualize the gusts by thinking in Cartesian 

coordinates. Recall from Eq. (3.le) that the streamwise wavenumber has been normalized to 

a value of one. Thus, at upstream infinity, the angle of the gust wavevector in physical 

space relative to the mean flow streamlines is given by 

(4.4) 

In physical space, the solenoidal requirement (4.1) for the vortical gust takes the form 

(4.5) 

Since the magnitude of the gust velocity has been absorbed in the definition of the 
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normalized power, we can assume without loss of generality that At 2 + An 2 = 1. Thus, 

specification of the gust angle Og also determines At and An. The solution then depends on 

four free parameters, 0g' k, f, and Moo. Incidentally, Eq. (4.1) also shows that the vorticity 

gust is a transverse wave, i.e., the direction of the velocity fluctuations is perpendicular to 

the gust wavevector. 

Another requirement that must be satisfied as the input disturbance is varied is the 

high-frequency condition, k »1. Recall that k = wb/U 00' i.e., k is a nondimensional 

frequency. Since the efficiency of the sound generation process is strongly dependent on 

frequency, we consider fixed values of k in performing parametric variations. Thus our 

calculations are performed at constant horizontal wavenumber rather than constant 

wavevector magnitude. Actually, the high frequency condition k » 1 can be relaxed 

considerably. Amiet (1975) has given some justification for using the value 

kw = kMoo/fJoc? = 11/4 as the dividing line between high and low frequencies. He showed 

for the case of zero-thickness that the leading-edge term alone predicts the unsteady lift on 

the airfoil with an error of less than 10% for kw ~ 7r/4. When a trailing-edge correction is 

included, as is the case for us, the lower limit can be decreased even further. Amiet's 

criterion does not apply directly to our problem, but we will use it as a rough lower limit. 

The upper limit of k is determined by the criterion fk = 0(1) (or f 2 k «1.) We take 

2 < k < 12 for most of our parametric study, and assume without loss of generality that 

k> o. 

The results of four sets of calculations, for k = 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 at Moo = 0.60, 

are shown in figures 4.2 through 4.5. Results are presented for five different values of the 

airfoil thickness ratio, ranging from zero to 10%. The thickness ratio is defined as the 

maximum thickness of the Joukowski airfoil divided by airfoil chord. For example, the 5% 
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thickness case corresponds to 3 v'31:/4 = 0.1. 

In figures 4.2 through 4.5, the sound power is seen to be a symmetric function of 0g' 

as expected due to the symmetry of the airfoil. A second important feature is that the 

maximum sound power level occurs at or near Og = O. The peak at Og = 0 for the zero 

thickness case is easily understood. For a zero-thickness airfoil the mean flow is uniform, 

and the only sound generation mechanism is the blocking of the normal component of the 

gust by the airfoil surface. Thus, the pressure level is linearly proportional to An' leading to 

a normalized power which is proportional to An 2 = cos2 0g for this case. 

A surprising feature of the results for Moo = 0.6 presented in figures 4.2 through 4.5 

is that moderate amounts of leading-edge thickness may actually decrease the sound 

radiation. For this Mach number airfoil thickness has the most significant effect on the 

sound power for gust angles 109 I < 450 • At larger gust angles the sound power is less 

sensitive to airfoil thickness, experiencing rather small increases in level. For the case k = 

2.5 shown in figure 4.2, the sound power at small gust angles decreases monotonically with 

airfoil thickness over the range of 0% to 10% thickness ratio. For higher values of k, the 

sound power at small gust angles at first decreases with airfoil thickness, but passes a 

minimum and has started to rise by the time a 10% thickness ratio is reached. For k = 10, 

the minimum sound power level occurs in the vicinity of 5% thickness ratio. Essentially, 

small amounts of airfoil thickness distort the gust in such a way as to decrease the velocity 

component perpendicular to the surface, causing a decrease in the generated sound level. 

This effect is particularly noticeable for gust angles near Og = 00 • However, with further 

increases in thickness, the stronger gust distortion increases the amplitude of the quadrupole 

volume sources, leading to an increase in the radiated sound level. This pattern occurs for 

smaller values of I: at larger k, consistent with a dependence on the product I:..fk. 

The pattern discussed above can be identified mathematically by considering the 
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interaction of the zero-thickness term LoU) and the contribution L2(0) from the volume 

quadrupole source. (The propagation source is relatively unimportant at this Mach number.) 

For the two-dimensional case considered here the function Lo takes the form 

(4.6) 

As the gust angle approaches zero, At and kn approach zero. Therefore, the leading order 

contributions to L2 is 

The expression (4.7) comes from the complementary solution H 2C ' i.e. this sound field arises 

from the scattering of the volume quadrupole sources by the airfoil leading edge. The 

imaginary components of these functions have the same sign, while the real components 

have opposite signs. For small to moderate €../k, the cancellation between the real parts 

outweighs the increase due to the imaginary parts, resulting in a decrease in the total sound 

power level. However, at large €../k the sum of the imaginary parts becomes important, 

leading to an increase in the total sound power level. 

The influence of trailing-edge scattering on the total sound power level is illustrated 

in figure 4.6. The normalized power for the leading edge field alone and for the combined 

leading and trailing edge fields are plotted for k = 7.5, Moo = 0.6 and two values of airfoil 

thickness, 0% and 10%. 

Consider first the zero-thickness case. For both the leading-edge field alone and the 

total sound field, the normalized power is proportional to cos2 0g . Including the scattered 

field from the trailing edge is seen to reduce to total sound power by 11.7%. The 

explanation for this decrease in sound power can be understood by looking at figure 4.1, 

which presents the leading edge and total directivity patterns for the zero-thickness airfoil. 
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The scattered field from the trailing edge is seen to cancel the sound radiation in the 

downstrem direction, leading to a decrease in the total sound power. 

Next consider the results for 10% thickness presented in figure 4.6. For small gust 

angles, the inclusion of trailing edge scattering decreases the total sound power, with this 

effect being slightly stronger than for the case of zero thickness. However, for the 10% 

thickness airfoil and gust angles on the order of 450 and larger, the inclusion of trailing

edge scattering produces only a slight decrease in normalized power. The trailing-edge 

scattering is less important in this case because the strongest radiation from the leading edge 

is no longer in the downstream direction, as will be illstrated by the directivity patterns 

presented in Section 4.4. 

Normalized sound power levels as a function of gust angle for Moo = 0.8 and k = 2.5, 

5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 are presented in figures 4.7 through 4.10. At this Mach number, there is a 

noticeable shift of the maximum power away from {}g = 00. The behavior at small gust 

angles is similar to that observed earlier for Moo = 0.6, i.e., small to moderate values of 

airfoil thickness lead to a decrease in sound power. As before, this behavior can be 

explained by the cancellation between Lo and Lz. Since the gust velocity components are 

given by (An,At) = (cos{}g' sin{}g)' the contributions from terms involving An become less 

important, while those from terms involving At become more important, as the gust angle 

increases. The tangential component of gust velocity At appears in Ll and L z' 

corresponding to modifications in the surface boundary condition and to contributions from 

the quadrupole sources, respectively. It is primarily the contribution from the volume 

quadrupole sources which produces the shift of maximum power away from {}g = 0°. 

A constant value of airfoil thickness produces a stronger effect on the sound power at 

larger values of k, as can be seen by comparing figures 4.7 and 4.10. This trend is 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of the normalized power levels generated by the total and 

leading-edge acoustic fields for Moo = 0.60 and k = 7.5. 
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consistent with the results presented earlier for Moo = 0.6. The influence of Mach number 

can be seen by comparing figures 4.5 and 4.1 O. A given value of airfoil thickness has a 

much larger effect on the sound power level at Moo = 0.8 than at Moo = 0.6. This is 

primarily due to an increase in the radiation from the quadrupole sources at the higher 

Mach number. 

In figures 4.11 and 4.12, the maximum value of the normalized power (with respect to 

gust angle), and the gust angle at which this maximum occurs, is plotted as a function of 

airfoil thickness for the case Moo = 0.8 and k = 10. The maximum normalized power at first 

decreases as thickness is introduced. The minimum value of maximum normalized power 

occurs at 3.5% thickness, beyond which the maximum normalized power increases rapidly 

with airfoil thickness. From figure 4.12, it can be seen that the gust angle corresponding to 

the maximum normalized power remains at (}g = 00 until a thickness of approximately 2% is 

reached. For larger values of thickness, the gust angle corrresponding to the maximum 

normalized power gradually increases, leveling off near (}g = 450 for airfoil thicknesses 

greater than 11 %. 

A common feature of all the results presented in this section is that the normalized 

power vanishes as (}g approaches ± 900 • This feature is not surprising when one recalls that 

the gust frequency, and hence streamwise wavenumber, is held constant as the gust angle is 

varied. Thus the magnitude of the gust wavevector approaches infinity as (}g -.900 , 

corresponding to a vanishing gust wavelength. In addition, the direction of the gust velocity 

approaches the stream wise direction, so that the only sound generation mechanism is the 

distortion of the gust by the mean-flow gradients. This is ineffective in generating sound, 

due to the vanishing wavelength of the gust vorticity field. 

In mathematical terms, both Lo and L3 are proportional to An and hence these 
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functions vanish as Og -+ 900 • The contribution L1 from the modification to the boundary 

conditions and the contribution L2 from the quadrupole sources remain, but these cancel as 

expanded as 

(4.8) 

and the leading term of this expression cancels L 1(0) exactly. 

We next consider the dependence of normalized power on gust angle at high subsonic 

Mach numbers. Results for Moo = 0.9 and five different values of airfoil thickness are 

presented in figure 4.13. Increasing the Mach number from 0.8 to 0.9 has a dramatic 

influence on the sound power level, as can be seen by comparing figure 4.13 with figure 

4.10. The maximum normalized power level for the 10% thickness airfoil has increased by a 

factor of five. There has also been a significant change in the shape of the normalized 

power curve as a function of gust angle. At Moo = 0.8, the maximum power level for the 

10% thickness airfoil occurs near Og = 450 and there is a significant dip in the curve at small 

gust angles. In contrast, at Moo = 0.9 the location of the maximum power level has shifted 

to Og = 00 for all values of airfoil thickness. 

The function L 3(0) corresponding to the propagation source is responsible for the 

increase in sound power level for small gust angles and nonzero airfoil thickness at 

Moo = 0.9. As Moo approaches one, the dominant contribution from the propagation source 

is given by L3p (0), which takes the form 

(4.9) 

for a two-dimensional gust. Thus, the sound power associated with the propagation source 
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is proportioal to f3;,} for Moo near one. However, if the propagation source were the only 

significant contribution to the result for the 10% thickness airfoil in figure 4.13, the 

dependence on gust angle would be proportional to cos2 0g' since Eq. (4.9) contains only An. 

The presence of a second contribution to the sound power level is clearly evident for gust 

angles in the vicinity of Og = 45° in figure 4.13. This contribution comes from the 

quadrupole source terms associated with H 2. Thus we conclude that the sound field at high 

subsonic Mach numbers is generated by a combination of the quadrupole source and the 

propagation source. Of course, since our mean flow description has neglected nonlinear 

transonic effects, there is some question regarding the quantitative accuracy of our 

predictions for Mach numbers very near one. 

To conclude our investigation of gust-orientation effects, we briefly consider three

dimensional gusts. We examine the effect of increasing k3' while keeping A3 zero. In 

figure 4.14, the normalized power level is plotted as a function of k3 for Moo = 0.6, k = 7.5 

and Og = 00 • The power level exhibits a monotonic decrease as a function of k3' tending 

toward zero in the vicinity of k3 = 0.75. From Eqs. (3.2a,c), nonzero values of k3 are seen 

to reduce the effective frequency k w. As the acoustic wavenumber w approaches zero, care 

must be taken in interpreting our high-frequency solution, due to problems in convergence 

of the iterative treatment of the leading- and trailing-edge regions. In fact, the character of 

the governing equation changes when the critical value k3 = Moo/f3oo corresponding to w = 0 

is reached. This critical value is 0.75 for the results presented in figure 4.14. For larger 

values of k3' the pressure field decays exponentially with distance from the airfoil and no 

sound is radiated to the far field. This critical value of k3 corresponding to cut off of the 

sound field can be interpreted as the condition for which the trace speed of the intersection 

point between the airfoil leading edge and a gust constant phase line becomes subsonic, see 

Kerschen and Envia (1983) for additional details. 
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Figure 4.14 Normalized power vs. spanwise wavenumber for Og = 0, k =7.5 and Moo = 0.6. 
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4.2 Influence of Mach number 

The influence of Mach number on sound generated by high-frequency gust-airfoil 

interactions is examined in this section. The primary concentration is placed on vorticity 

gusts, but some discussion is presented for entropy gusts in the low Mach number limit, 

Moo« I. 

We wish to examine the sound generation process for the full range of subsonic Mach 

numbers, including the limits Moo « I and Moo -+ I. In the low Mach number limit, the 

acoustic wavelength becomes long compared to the gust wavelength. Thus, even for high

frequency gusts, the acoustic wavelength may not be short compared to the airfoil chord. In 

this situation the iterative procedure that we have used to account for the presence of the 

trailing edge does not converge very rapidly, and the two term expansion we have employed 

may not accurately represent the influence of the trailing edge. However, our main interest 

is in how the Mach number affects the noise generation mechanisms, and our theory has 

shown that these mechanisms are concentrated in the local leading-edge region, with the 

trailing edge acting only as a scatterer of this leading-edge field. Therefore, in this section 

we consider only the leading-edge acoustic field. 

In figures 4.15 and 4.16, the amount of power radiated by the leading edge alone is 

plotted as a function of Mach number for k = 7.5 and several values of airfoil thickness. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 present results for Og = 00 and 450 , respectively. At low Mach 

numbers, the normalized power for each case varies linearly with Moo, corresponding to a 

dimensional sound power which scales as Moo 4 • This scaling law corresponds to a pole of 

3/2 order, intermediate between a monopole and a dipole, for the two-dimensional case. 

The origin of this pole of 3/2 order will be discussed below. For the zero-thickness case, 
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the normalized sound power level remains almost a linear function of Moo, out to high 

subsonic Mach numbers. In contrast, airfoil thickness causes a rapid rise in the normalized 

power at high subsonic Mach numbers. 

Our previous result that moderate amounts of thickness reduce the normalized power 

can easily be seen in figures 4.15 and 4.16. For Og = 0°, the power levels for cases with 

nonzero thickness remain below that for the zero-thickness case out to Mach numbers in the 

vicinity of Moo = 0.75. For Og = 45° (figure 4.16), the presence of airfoil thickness does not 

produce as much reduction in the power level at moderate Mach numbers, and the rise in 

sound power level begins at a lower Mach number. The increase in sound power relative to 

the zero-thickness case which occurs at high Mach numbers is also more dramatic for 

Og = 450 than for Og = 00. 

Our theory has shown that sound is generated in the local leading-edge region by four 

physical mechanisms. For a zero-thickness airfoil the only nonzero term is Ho' which arises 

from the blocking of the undistorted gust velocity by the airfoil surface. When airfoil 

thickness is introduced, three additional source mechanisms arise. The mean-flow gradients 

modify the unsteady vorticity field, and the influence of this on the airfoil surface boundary 

condition is contained in H 1. The interaction of the gust with the mean-flow gradients also 

produces a volume source V·(po v')/po which generates the field Hz. Finally, the variations 

in the local flow speed and speed of sound in the vicinity of the airfoil leading edge 

generate additional sound by interacting with the leading-order field H 0. This effect is 

captured in the term H 3. 

In order to assess the relative importance of the various source mechanisms as a 

function of Mach number, we plot the magnitude of the four directivity functions, Lo(O), 

L 1(O), Lz(O) and L 3(O), in PrandtI-Glauert space for three different Mach numbers. The 
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Figure 4.15 Normalized power for the leading-edge acoustic field vs. Mach number for 

Og = 00 and k = 7.5. 
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Figure 4.16 Normalized power for the leading-edge acoustic field vs. Mach number for 

(}g = 45° and k = 7.5. 
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function L3 is the sum of L3p' L3C , L3C ,L3C and the integral terms in Eq. (3.63). 
1 2 3 

Because L3 is weakly dependent on k, we set k = 10. Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 present 

results for 8g = 450 , k = 10, and Moo = 0.01, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. For the intermediate 

Mach number case illustrated in figure 4.18, the three additional contributions to the sound 

field which arise due to airfoil thickness are seen to have similar orders of magnitude. The 

functions L1' L2 and L3 are large compared to Lo' but in calculating the sound field the 

former three functions are multipled by the small paramter eVk. However, the results in 

figures 4.17 and 4.19 show that there are significant differences in the importance of the 

three additional source terms at low and high Mach numbers. 

For the low Mach number case Moo = 0.01 (figure 4.17), the functions IL1(8)1 and 

IL2(8)1 dominate over the other contributions. The values of these two functions are 

essentially identical, and the uniform directivity pattern shows that H 1 and Hz correspond to 

monopole sources in the low Mach number limit. However, a monopole source corresponds 

to a fluctuation in volume flux, which should not be present in a low Mach number, 

incompressible flow. In fact, we shall show shortly that in the low Mach number limit the 

functions L 1(8) and L 2(8) have opposite sign and cancel, leaving the much smaller 

contributions from Ho and H2 as the actual sound field. The contribution H3 from the 

propagation source is of O(M2) relative to H 0' and hence negligible for M « I . 

In order to clarify the physics of the low Mach number limit, some general comments 

are in order. For low Mach numbers, the acoustic wavelength becomes large compared to 

the gust wavelength, and the appropriate length scale in the local leading-edge region is the 

gust wavelength. This is the "source region," which is called "acoustically compact" because 

its dimensions are small compared to the acoustic wavelength. On the scale of the gust 

wavelength, the flow appears incompressible. This local, incompressible flow can then be 

matched to an acoustic field which exists at distances from the leading edge on the order of 
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Figure 4.17 Polar plots of the magnitudes of Lo, L 1, L2 and L3 for Moo = O.oI, {}g = 450 

and k = 10 in Prandtl-Glauert space. 
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Figure 4.18 Polar plots of the magnitudes of La. L1• L2 and L3 for Moo = 0.50. Og = 450 

and k = 10 in PrandtI-Glauert space. 
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the acoustic wavelength. Finally, at distances from the leading edge large compared to the 

acoustic wavelength (wR » I), the acoustic field takes the simple form of a cylindrical 

wave with directivity pattern L(8). . 

An important result of the general theory for compact sources is that the sound field 

is determined by the lowest order non vanishing pole of the large R expansion of the 

incompressible solution. For an unbounded region, the large R expansion is in terms of 

integral pole orders (monopole, dipole, etc.). Neglecting the trailing edge, in the present 

case the body appears as a half plane, which introduces half integer poles in the above 

expansion. The presence of specific pole orders in the expansion of the incompressible 

solution can generally be determined by evaluating certain integrals of the source function. 

For example, there are no external sources of volume flux in the local incompressible 

leading edge problem, and hence the monopole term in the large R expansion must vanish. 

This implies that, in the M « I limit, the dominant source characteristic should be that of a 

pole of 3/2 order. For this pole order, the pressure directivity pattern is proportional to 

cos 8/2, and the dimensional sound power can be shown to be proportional to U 00 4 • 

It is easily seen from Eq. (3.10) that the solution Ho for zero thickness is a pole of 3/2 

order, since the directivity pattern Lo is proportional to cos8/2 for w «1. In contrast, 

expanding the expressions (3.13b) and (3.lSb) for L1(8) and L z(8) in the low Mach number 

limit, w = oMoo « 1,0 = 0(1), we obtain 

(4. lOa) 

and 



• i A, 
= v'Moo -

Vi An cosO/2 + O(VMoo) 

J 1+ kn
2 
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(4.l0b) 

It can be seen that these functions contain monopoles of equal amplitude and opposite sign. 

The monopole terms are of O(M;J/2) relative to Lo' The origin of the monopole terms can 

be seen by examining the forcing terms in Eqs. (3.llb) and (3.l4a). The boundary condition 

(3.11 b) governing H 1 corresponds to a source distribution along the surface of the half 

plane. The outflow is an oscillatory function of cI>, but does not integrate to zero. The 

monopole contribution for Hz arises because the vortical velocity 1/' is not solenoidal. 

However, since the total velocity field in the local leading-edge region must be solenoidal at 

low Mach number, the monopole contributions from H1 and Hz must cancel identically. 

The next term in the Moo « I expansion of L1 is a dipole, whose pressure field is O(M Ji z ) 

relative to that for Lo and hence negligible for Moo «l. In contrast, the next term in the 

expansion of Lz is a pole of 3/2 order, which comes from the complmentary solution Lzc 

representing the "scattered quadrupole source" of Ffowcs Williams and Hall (1970). These 

results also show that the leading-edge directivity pattern for Moo « I is the simple cardiod 

cosO/2, even for non-zero thickness airfoils. 

It is also interesting to compare the efficiency of sound generation by vortical and 

entropic gusts in the low Mach number limit. In contrast to the case of vortical gusts, an 

entropy gust interacting with a zero-thickness airfoil in uniform flow produces no sound. 

The entropy gust generates sound only through interaction with a nonuniform mean flow. 

For the case of a zero-thickness, cambered airfoil at moderate values of leading-edge 

loading Q e[[ in the low Mach number limit, Kerschen and Myers (1987b) found that vortical 

and entropic gusts generated similar sound power levels. However, we shall show that for 

the present case of a symmetric airfoil with thickness, the entropy gust generates very little 

sound for M « l. 
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Note that the amplitude B of the entropy gust enters only in A; = At - B, which 

appears only in L 1(0) and L 2(0). A pure entropy gust corresponds to An = At = O. It can be 

seen from Eqs. (4.1 0) that for Moo « 1, the pole of 3/2 order vanishes identically for a pure 

entropy gust. This leaves only a much less efficient dipole contribution to the sound field. 

The dimensional sound power associated with the dipole for the pure entropy gust scales as 

U 00 5 , compared to the scaling as U 00 4 for a gust containing a vortical component. 

Finally, we note that with the neglect of the trailing edge, a scaling of the results can 

be introduced which absorbs the dependence on both the Mach number and frequency in 

the low Mach number limit. This is achieved by defining a Leading-Edge Power, 

Leading-Edge Power = (Normalized Power) ! (4.11 ) 

The leading-edge power is then independent of Mach number for Moo « 1, corresponding 

to a dimensional sound power which scales as Moo 4 • Furthermore, with the exception of a 

weak dependence on In(k), the leading-edge thickness and the frequency enter only through 

the combination of parameters, eVk. 

Next consider the behavior for subsonic Mach numbers approaching Moo = I. Of 

course, our theory is not valid for Mach numbers very close to one, since we have not 

included the nonlinear effects which arise in the transonic small-disturbance theory for the 

mean flow. However, it is instructive to compare the trends predicted by our theory, for 

these provide insight into the dominant phsysical mechanisms for high subsonic Mach 

numbers. In figure 4.19, the magnitudes of LoCO), L 1(0), L 2(0) and L 3(0) are plotted for the 

case Og = 450, k = 10 and Moo = 0.9. The largest contribution at most angles comes from the 

L 3 , corresponding to the "propagation source." The second largest contribution comes from 

L 2(0) corresponding to the quadrupole sources. In comparison, the contribution L 1(0) from 

the modified boundary conditions is seen to be relatively unimportant. These results 
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illustrate the importance of the propagation source for high subsonic Mach numbers. This 

source mechanism is often neglected in heuristic models based on the acoustic analogy. 

4.3 Behavior with Changing Thickness for Vortical Gusts 

In this section, results which illustrate the variation in normalized power as a function 

of airfoil thickness ratio are presented for fixed values of the Mach number, frequency and 

gust orientation. Figures 4.20 through 4.23 present results for four different gust angles, 

{}g = 00, 150, 300 and 450. The frequency is set to k = 5, and results for five different 

Mach numbers are shown on each figure. In general, the normalized power first decreases 

with airfoil thickness before reaching a minimum value beyond which the sound power 

increases with airfoil thickness. The magnitude of the initial decrease in normalized power, 

and the thickness ratio at which this minimum occurs, are functions of both the gust angle 

and the Mach number. Relative to the sound power at zero thickness, the minimum level of 

sound power is lower for small gust angles. At larger gust angles there is only a minor, if 

any decrease in sound power before the levels start rising with increasing thickness. At 

Mach number Moo = 0.6 and below, the increases in sound power due to thickness are 

relatively modest; at this Mach number and the gust angles considered in figures 4.20 

through 4.23, thickness ratios of up to 25% do not cause more than a factor of two increase 

in sound power over the zero-thickness level. 

However, at larger Mach numbers the sound power level rises rapidly with increasing 

airfoil thickness, especially for non-zero values of gust angle. This increase in sound power 

is caused by the quadrupole sources and the propagation source. For Moo = 0.8 and 

{}g = 450 , the sound power level has doubled compared to its zero-thickness value at an 

airfoil thickness of 8.5%, tripled at an airfoil thickess of 13.5%, and quadrupled at a 
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thickness of 16.5%. The strong influence of Mach number in the high subsonic range is also 

evident from figures 4.20 through 4.23. The differences in sound power between Moo = 0.7 

and 0.8 are much larger than those for comparable changes in Moo in the lower Mach 

number range. It can be seen from this trend that even small increases in Mach number 

beyond Moo = 0.8 would significantly increase the noise level for airfoils with nonzero 

thickness. It should also be pointed out that these results are for Joukowski airfoils, in 

which the nose radius is O(t2 b) compared to a maximum thickness of aprroximately l.3tb. 

Results presented in Section 4.6 show that it is the airfoil nose radius rather than the 

maximum thickness of the airfoil which is primarily responsible for the increase in sound 

power level. Some turbine and compressor blade designs feature relatively large nose radii, 

which would further accentuate the effects discussed above. 

4.4 Directivity Patterns for Vortical Gusts 

In addition to the total level of the radiated sound power, the directivity pattern of 

the sound field is also of interest in aeronautical applications. Furthermore, features of the 

underlying physics can be identified from directivity patterns. Therefore, directivity 

patterns for some typical cases are presented in this section. 

To illustrate the effect of trailing-edge scattering, figure 4.1 is a polar plot of the far

field sound pressure in "airfoil coordinates" for M = 0.8, k = 5, Og = 00 and a zero-thickness 

airfoil. For a zero-thickness airfoil, there is no distortion of the gust vorticity by the mean 

flow and sound is generated only by the airfoil surface blocking the gust velocity. The 

dotted line corresponds to the directivity pattern for the leading edge alone, while the solid 

line corresponds to the pattern for the total field. The directivity patterns above and below 

the airfoil are symmetric, but the pressure fields are out of phase. The pattern for the 
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leading edge alone is smoothly varying and exhibits a nonzero value in the downstream 

direction, leading to scattering by the trailing edge. The pattern for the total field contains 

peaks and valleys, corresponding to constructive and destructive interference between the 

primary field from the leading edge and the secondary field from the trailing edge. 

Although the scattering by the trailing edge has a significant effect on the directivity 

pattern, it has only a modest influence on the normalized power, as was illustrated in figure 

4.6 and discussed in Section 4.1. Some comments on conventions for and interpretation of 

the directivity plots were also made in Section 4. I. 

In figure 4.24, the directivity pattern for a Joukowski airfoil with 5% thickness is 

presented for the case Moo = 0.8, k = 5 and Og = 450 • Directivity patterns for the leading 

edge alone and for the total field are plotted. The directivity pattern for the leading edge 

alone is now asymmetric with respect to the airfoil chord, with a strong peak in the 

direction of the gust wavevector. In relative terms, the radiation of the leading-edge field 

in the downstream direction is weaker than for the case presented in figure 4.1. Therefore, 

the scattered field from the trailing edge has a smaller influence on the total directivity 

pattern, and the constructive and destructive interference is noticeable only for the aft part 

of the directivity pattern. From a comparison of the dotted and solid lines in figure 4.24, it 

is evident that in this case the trailing edge scattering has even less influence on the sound 

power level than for the case presented in figure 4.1. 

In figure 4.25, the sound radiated by 5% and 10% thickness Joukowski airfoils is 

compared to that for a zero-thickness airfoil for M = 0.8, k = 5 and Og = 00. The 

introduction of airfoil thickness is seen to cause significant changes in the directivity 

pattern. In particular, the airfoil thickness has signficantly increased the pressure level in 

the upstream quadrants. This might suggest that the introduction of airfoil thickness has 

increased the total sound power, but in fact this is not the case. The total power levels for 
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Figure 4.24 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.8, k = 5, Og = 45° and 

5% thickness ratio. 
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the 5% and 10% thickness cases are approximately 30% below the zero- thickness case, as can 

be seen from figure 4.8. This apparent discrepancy is explained by accounting for the 

effect of the mean flow on the the pressure level and the acoustic intensity. It can be seen 

from Eq. (3.68) that in the upstream direction the mean flow amplifies the pressure level 

relative to that for the potential, due to the factor (6 - wcos 0). A similar factor is not 

present in Eq. (4.2d) for the normalized sound power, since the increase in the pressure is 

compensated for by the fact that the mean flow also decreases the speed at which the 

acoustic energy propagates in the upstream direction. 

The corresponding results for Og = 450 are presented in figure 4.26. For this case, the 

introduction of 5% airfoil thickness has caused a dramatic rise in the amplitude of the 

pressure field, with a particularly strong peak below the airfoil in the forward quadrant. 

The 5% airfoil thickness has led to a 25% increase in the total sound power level. An 

increase of the airfoil thickness ratio to 10% further amplifies the pressure peak in the third 

quadrant. For the 10% thick airfoil, the total sound power has increased by a factor of two 

compared to the zero-thickness case. A comparison of figures 4.25 and 4.26 demonstrates 

that the effect of airfoil thickness is a strong function of the gust orientation. 

The influence of Mach number on pressure directivity patterns is illustrated in figures 

4.27 and 4.28. In figure 4.27, directivity patterns for Moo = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are plotted for 

the case k = 5, Og = 00 and 10% thickness ratio. The changes in the directivity pattern when 

the Mach number increases from 0.4 to 0.6 are relatively modest. The pattern for Moo = 0.6 

has more of a lobed structure, due to the increase in the the product k w. However, when 

the Mach number is raised from 0.6 to 0.8, a dramatic increase occurs in the amplitude of 

the pressure field in the upstream direction. There are also many more lobes in the pattern 

for Moo = 0.8. 
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thickness ratio 0.0% 

Figure 4.26 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.8, k = 5 and Og = 45°. 
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The corresponding results for Og = 450 are shown in figure 4.28. For this gust angle, 

the airfoil thickness has a stronger effect on the pressure field, and the effects of Mach 

number variations are also greater. The directivity pattern for Moo = 0.4 exhibits a definite 

asymmetry above and below the airfoil, indicating a significant influence of airfoil 

thickness. The pressure level generally rises, and substantial changes in the shape of the 

directivity pattern occur when the Mach number is raised from 0.4 to 0.6. It can be seen 

from figure 4.23 that this change also doubles the normalized sound power level. With a 

further increase in the Mach number from 0.6 to 0.8, the amplitude of the pressure field 

rises dramatically, accompanied by a large changes in the shape of the directivity pattern. 

The pressure field now exhibits a strong lobe in the forward direction below the airfoil. 

The normalized sound power level for Moo = 0.8 is approximately six times that for 

Moo = 0.4. 

The results presented in this section illustrate that airfoil thickness produces dramatic 

changes in the directivity pattern of the sound field, and also influences the total sound 

power level. In practical applications, changes in the directivity pattern could be even more 

important than changes in the total power level. For example, in fan, compressor or turbine 

noise, the overall sound power level radiated by the system is often strongly influenced by 

constructive and destructive interference between the sound fields from different blades. 

The interaction of the dramatic changes in directivity patterns produced by airfoil thickness 

with the constructive and destructive interference which occurs in propulsion system 

geometries could significantly modify the overall sound level produced by aeronautical 

propulsion systems. 

4.5 Combinations of Vortical Gusts and Entropic Gusts 
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M = 0.8 

Figure 4.27 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for k = 5, Og = 00 and 10% 

thickness ratio. 
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Figure 4.28 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for k = 5, Og = 450 and 10% 

thickness ratio. 
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Most previous work on sound generation by airfoil-gust interactions has considered 

only vortical gusts. Vortical gusts may represent the wakes of upstream airfoils or struts, or 

inflow turbulence. However, there are a number of important applications in which the 

inflow has unsteady temperature (or entropy) disturbances, often combined with unsteady 

vorticity disturbances. Examples of such applications are the unsteady disturbances 

generated in combustors of aircraft engines. These disturbances then pass through the 

turbine, generating airfoil-gust interaction noise in the process. Another application 

involving a combination of vortical and entropic gusts is a pusher propfan geometry 

designed by Pratt and Whitney, in which the turbine exit flow exhausts over the root section 

of the pusher propfan. 

In this section, we consider the case of combined, two-dimensional vortical and 

entropic gusts. Generalizing the definition (4.2c) of the gust amplitude to include entropic 

disturbances, we set 

A = JA 2 + A 2 + B2 t n (4.l2a) 

where B is the nondimensional amplitude of the entropy disturbance as defined by 

Eq. (2.7a). A parameter denoting the fraction of the gust which is vortical can then be 

defined as 

(4.l2b) 

Since there may in general be a difference in phase between the vorticity and entropy 

disturbances, we set 

B = vi - frac 2 e i phased (4.13) 

where phased is the phase difference between the vortical and entropic gusts. Thus, frac 
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lies between zero and one, with frac = 0 corresponding to a pure entropy gust and frac = 1 

corresponding to a pure vorticity gust. 

In our formulation, the effect of the entropy gust enters only in L 1«() and L z«() 

through A; = At - B. Thus, the interaction of a pure entropy gust with a zero-thickness flat 

plate produces no sound. In order to generate sound, it is necessary for the entropy gust to 

interact with mean-flow gradients. Furthermore, for a pure entropy gust the total sound 

power is proportional to the square of the airfoil thickness. In contrast, the interaction of a 

vortical gust with a zero-thickness plate generates sound by blocking the normal component 

of the gust velocity. Thus, for small levels of airfoil thickness, the sound due to a pure 

vorticity gust has a linear dependence on the thickness parameter. 

The dependence of the normalized power on frac is illustrated as a function of gust 

angle in figures 4.29 through 4.35. Results for five values of frac are plotted in each figure. 

The frequency is set to k = 10, and the phase difference phased = 00 in figures 4.29 through 

4.34, while it set to 450 in figure 4.35. Figures 4.29 through 4.34 consist of three pairs, 

corresponding to results for airfoil thicknesses of 5% and 10% for three different Mach 

numbers, Moo = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 

Results for a 5% thickness airfoil and Moo = 0.4 are plotted in figure 4.29. The 

normalized power is a symmetric function of ()g for the pure entropy and pure vorticity 

gusts, frac = 0 and 1. This is to be expected due to the symmetry of the airfoil. However, 

this symmetry is broken by the presence of both vorticity and entropy gusts, and the peak 

value shifts to negative gust angles for the case of combined gusts. For this Mach number 

and airfoil thickness, the pure vorticity gust generates about three and one-half times as 

much sound power as the pure vorticity gust. For combined gusts, the total power level lies 

between the results for frac = 0 and frac = 1. 
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Figure 4.29 Normalized power VS. gust angle for Moo = 0.40, k = 10, phased = 00 and 

5% thickness ratio. 
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The corresponding results at Moo = 0.4 for a 10% thickness ratio are shown in figure 

4.30. The general features found for the 5% thickness airfoil remain valid here, but there 

are changes in the normalized power magnitudes for the two types of gusts. The maximum 

power level for the pure entropy gust has increased by a factor of four, consistent with the 

above discussion, while the maximum power level for the pure vorticity gust has increased 

only by a factor of 1.43. There is now less than a factor of two difference in the maximum 

levels of the normalized power for the pure vorticity and entropy gusts. As before, the 

results for combined gusts lie between the results for the two pure gusts. 

Figure 4.31 presents results for Moo = 0.6 and 5% thickness ratio. At this higher 

Mach number, the maximum power level generated by the vorticity gust is 2.42 times that 

for the entropy gust. At Moo = 0.4, this ratio was approximately 3.5. The maximum power 

level for intermediate values of frac has been shifted more dramatically to negative values 

of Og. In addition, for frac = 0.25 and 0.5, the power level at some positive values of Og lies 

below the result for the pure entropy gust. Thus, for these cases there has been some 

cancellation between the sound fields generated by the vortical and entropic components of 

the gust field. 

Results for Moo = 0.6 and a thickness ratio of 10% are plotted in figure 4.32. For 

these conditions, the entropy gust generates more sound power than the vorticity gust in the 

range 109 I ~ 450 • The maximums in the normalized power for frac = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 are 

at nearly the same level as for the pure entropy gust, though the maximums gradually shift 

to larger negative gust angles as frac increases. For the intermediate values of frac, the total 

sound power generaly lies above the result for the pure vorticity gust for negative values of 

Og. In contrast, for positive values of Og the sound power is generally lower than that for the 

pure vorticity gust, indicating that destructive interference between the sound fields 

generated by the vortical and entropic gust components has occured. 
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Figure 4.30 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.40, k = 10, phased = 00 and 

10% thickness ratio. 
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Figure 4.31 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.60, k = 10, phased = 0° and 

5% thickness ratio. 
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Figure 4.32 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.60, k = 10, phased = 0° and 

10% thickness ratio. 
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In figures 4.33 and 4.34, results are presented for Moo = 0.8 and 5% and 10% 

thickness ratios. With the increase in Mach number to 0.8, there has been a dramatit.:: 

increase in the sound power level for the entropy gust. At a thickness ratio of 5% 

(figure 4.33), the maximum power level for the entropy gust is slightly above that for the 

vorticity gust, while at 10% thickness (figure 4.34) the maximum value for the entropy gust 

is over twice that for the vorticity gust. The peak level for the entropy gust occurs at 

Og = 00, while the peak level for the vorticity gust occurs in the vicinity of Og = 45°. The 

interaction between the vorticity and entropy gust components for intermediate values of 

frac has also grown stronger. Constructive interference generally occurs for negative gust 

angles, leading to power levels that exceed those of the entropy or vorticity gust alone, by 

approximately 50% for the 5% thickness airfoil. In contrast, destructive interference 

generally occurs for positive gust angles, leading to a decrease in power level relative to the 

cases of a pure entropy or vorticity gust. This decrease at positive gust angles is particularly 

significant for frac = 0.5 and 0.75. 

Certain results regarding the influence of the phase difference between the vortical 

and entropic gusts, phased, can be derived from symmetry arguments. The ampliItude B of 

the entropy gust enters the solution only through At • = At - B. Note that a 180° shift in the 

value of phased corresponds to a change in the sign of B. Similarly, by combining the 

solenoidal condition (4.5) and the definition (4.4) of 0g' it can be seen that the sign of At is 

changed by changing the sign of Og. Now, since the airfoil shape is symmetric, it does not 

introduce a preferred direction with respect to the normal coordinate. Therefore two cases 

• • related by (At 2,An 2) = (-At 1,An 1) must have the same total power level. It can then be 

concluded that the introduction of an 1800 shift in the value of phased simply transforms 

the total power level into its mirror image through a change in the sign of Og. Thus, for 

conditions corresponding to those in figures 4.29 through 4.34 except with phased = 180°, 
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Figure 4.33 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.80, k = 10, phased = 0° and 

5% thickness ratio. 
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Figure 4.34 Normalized power VS. gust angle for Moo = 0.80, k = 10, phased = 00 and 

10% thickness ratio. 
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the locations of the maximum power levels for intermediate values of frac would shift to 

positive values of Og. 

A typical case for which the influence of the phase difference cannot be related to 

previous results is presented in figure 4.35. For this figure phased = 45°, and the other 

parameters are the same as in figure 4.33, i.e. Moo = 0.8, k = 10, and 5% thickness ratio. 

Comparing figures 4.33 and 4.35, it can be seen that the change in the phase difference 

between the vortical and en tropic gusts has produced only modest changes in the normalized 

power. These results suggest that the overall characteristics of the total sound power are not 

terribly sensitive to the exact value of the phase difference between the vortical and 

entropic gusts. However, details such as the pressure directivity pattern or the angle at 

which the maximum normalized power occurs, clearly depend on phased. 

Finally, figures 4.36 and 4.37 present examples of the pressure directivity patterns, for 

the case Moo = 0.6, k = 5, Og = 0°, phased = 00 and 10% thickness ratio. Figures 4.36 and 

4.37 contain results for Og = 0° and 45°, respectively, and in each figure results for three 

different values of frac are presented. The directivity patterns for pure vorticity (frac = I) 

and pure entropy (frac = 0) gusts for Og = 0° in figure 4.36 are symmetric above and below 

the airfoil, as could have been predicted on symmetry grounds. The directivity patterns for 

these two cases are quite different. For the entropy gust there is a strong radiation field in 

the forward direction. Since the pressure field for the entropy gust with Og = 0° is in phase 

above and below the airfoil, there is no trailing edge scattering and a secondary pressure 

lobe is present directly behind the airfoil. 

In contrast, for the vorticity gust with Og = 00 the pressure field is out of phase above 

and below the airfoil. Therefore, even though the field for the leading-edge alone has a 

significant level directly behind the airfoil, there is a pressure jump associated with this 

antisymmetric field which cannot persist beyond the trailing edge. The trailing-edge 
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Figure 4.35 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.80, k = 10, phased = 450 and 

5% thickness ratio. 
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scattering which cancels this pressure jump completely removes the radiation in the 

downstream direction, and the complete directivity pattern for the vorticity gust has its 

peaks in the cross-stream directions. The directivity pattern for frac = 0.5 is fairly close to 

that for the pure entropy gust, consistent with the fact that the normalized power levels for 

Jrac = 0 and 0.5 at Og = 0° in figure 4.32 are nearly equal. 

The corresponding directivity patterns for Og = 450 are shown in figure 4.37. The 

non-zero gust angle has destroyed the symmetry above and below the airfoil. The pure 

entropy gust again exbibits a strong pressure field in the forward direction. A secondary 

lobe is also present, but it is very small and oriented slightly away from the downstream 

direction. The vorticity gust again has its primary radiation in the cross stream directions, 

but the radiation in the upstream direction is not insignificant. Trailing-edge scattering has 

almost completely eliminated radiation in the downstream direction for the vorticity gust. 

The radiation field for the combined gust case frac = 0.5 is weaker than that for either the 

entropy or vorticity gust, consistent with the normalized power results for Og = 45° contained 

in figure 4.32. 

To summarize the results of this section, we have found that vortical gusts generate 

more sound at small values of airfoil thickness and low Mach numbers, while entropic gusts 

generate higher sound levels for larger values of airfoil thickness, particularly at higher 

Mach numbers. Combinations of vortical and entropic gusts may generate more or less 

sound than the sum of the results for the component gusts, depending on the gust angle and 

on the phase difference between the vortical and entropic components of the gust field. 

4.6 Thin Airfoil with Parabolic Nose 

In Section 3.7, our solution for the airfoil-gust interaction problem was extended to 
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Figure 4.36 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.6, k = 5, Og = 0°, 

phased = 0° and 10% thickness ratio. 
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Figure 4.37 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.6, k = 5, Og = 45°, 

phased = 0° and 10% thickness ratio. 
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the case of a symmetric airfoil with a general thickness distribution. The airfoil is assumed 

to have a parabolic nose shape, consistent with conventional airfoil designs. This analysis 

shows that the airfoil thickness enters in the gust interaction problem in two different ways. 

In the local leading-edge region, the solution is modified through terms that depend on the 

airfoil nose radius rn' Specifically, the first-order corrections due to airfoil thickness are 

proportional to VSi = vwrn /Uoo ' In contrast, for the scattered field from the trailing edge, 

the phase depends on the global thickness distribution of the airfoil. The solutions in the 

transition regions also depend on the global thickness distribution. In this section, we 

present results which illustrate the separate influences of the airfoil nose radius and the 

overall thickness of the airfoil on the far-field sound. 

To examine the relative importance of the airfoil nose radius and the overall thickness 

of the airfoil, we present results for airfoil shapes which correspond to a superposition of 

the thickness distributions for a Joukowski airfoil and a double-circular-arc airfoil. The 

airfoil surface is given by the equation 

(4.14) 

where € is the thickness parameter for the Joukowski thickness distribution and T the 

parameter for the double-circular-arc thickness distribution. The airfoil nose radius is 

independent of T and is given by rn = €2b, while the maximum thickness of the airfoil 

depends on both € and T. The velocity potential for this airfoil is 

F(z) = _€-[(z-2)Vz2 -2z-z2 +3z]+-T-[z(2-z)ln(1-2/z)-2z]. (4.15) 
2Poo ~Poo 

The far-field sound can be obtained by using Eqs. (3.63) and (3.80), suitably modified 

according to the discussion in Section 3.7 (see also Section 3.6). 

Since the primary sound source is concentrated in the local leading-edge region, it is 
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natural to anticipate that the airfoil nose radius may be a more important parameter than the 

overall airfoil thickness. To examine this possibility, in figures 4.38 through 4.40 we have 

presented results for a fixed value of the airfoil nose radius (corresponding to € = 0.1) and 

three values of the overall thickness (corresponding to T = 0, 0.05 and 0.1). The three values 

of T correspond to the case of a Joukowski airfoil of 5% thickness ratio and to increases in 

the maximum thickness of approximately 5% and 10%, respectively. The parameters 

Moo = 0.8, k = 5 and frac = I are held fixed in figures 4.38 through 4.40. 

In figures 4.38 and 4.39, we have plotted the pressure directivity patterns for Og = 0° 

and 45°, respectively. First consider the pressure directivity patterns for Og = 00 

(figure 4.38). The additional thickness has slightly weakened the sound radiation in the 

downstream direction, and has produced slight shifts in the angular locations of the lobes of 

the directivity pattern. There is very little change in the overall amplitude of the pressure 

field. The differences between the three cases are remarkably small, particularly when one 

considers that the variation in the maximum thickness of the airfoil is almost a factor of 

three. The corresponding results for Og = 45° are plotted in figure 4.39. Again there are 

only very minor differences in the pressure directivity patterns for the three values of airfoil 

thickness. 

The corresponding results for the normalized power are plotted as a function of gust 

angle in figure 4.40. For gust angles less than 45°, the additional airfoil thickness has 

resulted in a decrease in the total power level. However, the decreases are quite small. The 

case of 10% thickness added corresponds to a tripling of the airfoil thickness, but the change 

in sound power level is less than 8%. For gust angles larger than 45°, the increases in airfoil 

thickness are seen to have a negligible influence on the normalized power levels. 

The results presented in this section provide a convincing demonstration that the 

airfoil nose radius is the primary parameter which affects the characteristics of the far-field 
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sound. In contrast, the overall thickness of the airfoil has only a very minor effect. Thus, 

in order to generalize the results of the parametric study presented in previous sections of 

this chapter, it is only necessary to replace the combination of parameters to.fk by 

..jSj = vwrn/Uoo , the square root of the Strouhal number based on the airfoil nose radius as 

defined by Eq. (3.84). With this generalization, the results presented previously for the case 

of a Joukowski airfoil then provide a good approximation to the results for a symmetric 

airfoil of general shape. 

This completes our parametric study of the characteristics of the far-field sound. The 

most important conclusions will be summarized in the next chapter, and some suggestions 

for future extensions of this work will also be made. 
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Figure 4.38 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.8, k = 5, {}g = 0°, 

€ = 0.1 and frac = I. 
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Figure 4.39 Polar plots of the far-field sound pressure for Moo = 0.8, k = 5, Og = 45°, 

€ = 0.1 and frac = 1. 
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Figure 4.40 Normalized power vs. gust angle for Moo = 0.8, k = 5, € = 0.1, phased = 00 and 

frac = 1. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, a theory has been developed for the influence of airfoil thickness 

on sound generated by the interaction of high-frequency convected disturbances with a 

symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack. This analysis was based on Goldstein's rapid 

distortion theory, which is a linearization of the inviscid equations of motion about a non

uniform mean flow. The mean flow was assumed to be two-dimensional and subsonic. A 

singular perturbation approach based on two asymptotic parameters was utilized. The airfoil 

thickness to chord ratio was assumed small (t: « I), and the aerodynamic reduced frequency 

was assumed large (k = wb/U 00 » I). Here w is the frequency of the unsteady disturbance, 

b is the airfoil semi-chord and U 00 is the speed of the mean flow far from the airfoil. The 

product t: k was assumed to be 0( I). 

Several asymptotic regions were identified in the singular perturbation structure. 

These are the local leading-edge, leading-edge transition, local trailing-edge, trailing-edge 

transition and outer regions. Asymptotic solutions which retained O{t: Vk., I/Vk.) terms 

relative to the zero-thickness high-frequency solution, but ignored O(t:, t:2 k, I/k) terms, 

were developed in each asymptotic region. In the geometric far field (many chord lengths 

away from the airfoil), the forms of the transition solutions are greatly simplified. The 

method of matched asymptotic expansions was used to join the solutions in the individual 

regions. 

Our solution revealed that essentially all of the sound generation is concentrated in the 

local regions, with the leading edge being the primary source and the trailing edge a 

scatterer of the field generated in the local leading-edge region. The interaction of the 

convected disturbance with the leading edge produces sound through a variety of 
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mechanisms. In addition to the blocking of the undisturbed gust by the airfoil surface (the 

only sound source for a zero-thickness airfoil), these mechanisms include the blocking of 

vorticity distortions by the boundary, the interaction of the gust with the non-uniform mean 

flow and the local scattering of acoustic waves in the leading-edge region. 

The interaction of the convected disturbance with the trailing edge, on the other 

hand, produces negligible sound. This result is a consequence of the Kutta condition at the 

trailing edge. Due to the steady Kutta condition, the volume source is very small at the 

trailing edge, and due to the unsteady Kutta condition, the shed vorticity in the wake is 

essentially a continuation of the bound vorticity in the airfoil and no change in boundary 

condition is felt by the convected disturbance. Both the bound and shed vorticity in the 

local trailing-edge region convect at the free-stream speed, and hence generate no pressure 

fluctuations. Thus, the trailing edge influences the far-field sound only by scattering the 

acoustic waves generated in the local leading-edge region. 

The propagation of the sound generated at the leading edge into the outer region is 

described by geometric acoustics. This is essentially a cylindrical wave field, with slight ray 

distortion due to the gradients of the mean flow. The phase of the geometric-acoustic field 

contains an O(ek) (i.e., 0(1» distortion Gil due to the propagation in a nonuniform medium. 

The asymptotic matching showed that the directivity of the leading-edge ray field is given 

by 

However, the leading-edge ray field fails to satisfy the boundary condition on the 

curved surface of the airfoil. An additional asymptotic region, which we called the leading

edge transition region, is needed. The leading-edge transition region lies above and below 
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the airfoil, in a region of angular extent () = 0(1/-vk). The solution in this region has much 

in common with the grazing ray fields that arise in diffraction of a high-frequency wave by 

a curved surface. This local diffraction field has a complex dependence on radius and 

azimuthal angle. However, in the geometric far field the expression can be greatly 

simplified. A uniformly valid express:on which contains both the leading-edge ray field 

and the transition field was obtained. We call this uniformly valid solution the leading-edge 

acoustic field. 

The zero-thickness amplitude Lo«() is antisymmetric with respect to the airfoil 

surface, and hence in the case of zero thickness the waves above and below the airfoil are 

1800 out of phase at the trailing edge. This creates a pressure jump along the wake region. 

A scattered field arises in the local trailing-edge region to cancel the pressure jump due to 

the leading-edge ray field. This scattering by the trailing edge is the source of additional 

rays in the outer region. The trailing-edge ray field is similar in form to the leading-edge 

ray field. It contains an O(€ k) phase distortion (1t 1 and its directivity pattern T t «() is 

obtained by matching with the local trailing-edge region. The ray description of the 

trailing-edge outer field fails at shallow angles. For trailing-edge angles of size 

()t = O(l/-vk), a transition region exists. The mathematical form of this trailing-edge 

transition solution is similar to the leading-edge transition solution. Using procedures 

similar to those for the leading-edge solution, a uniformly valid solution which represents 

the far-field form of both the trailing-edge ray field and the transition field was found. We 

call this uniformly valid field the trailing-edge acoustic field. 

Characteristics of the acoustic far field were investigated through a series of 

parametric studies in Chapter 4. Calculations of normalized power showed that the sound 

field depends strongly on the orientation of the gust wavevector. The velocity fluctuations 

for a vortical gust are perpendicular to the gust wavevector. A zero gust angle corresponds 
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to a wavevector aligned with the airfoil chord. For a two-dimensional vortical gust, the 

sound power is a symmetric function of the gust angle due to the symmetry of the airfoil. 

Moderate amounts of leading-edge thickness actually decrease the sound generation for 

small gust angles. However, with further increases in the airfoil thickness the sound level 

rises rapidly. At moderate Mach numbers (e.g., Moo = 0.6) the maximum sound power level 

occurs for Og = 0°. However, at higher subsonic Mach numbers (e.g., Moo = 0.8) the 

maximum sound power generation shifts toward Og = 450 as the thickness increases. This 

shift is caused by the volume quadrupole source. At even higher subsonic Mach numbers 

(e.g., Moo = 0.90), the propagation source dominates the solution for small gust angles, while 

the propagation source and volume quadrupole source are both important for larger gust 

angles. A brief discussion of the effects of gust three-dimensionality was also presented in 

Chapter 4. 

The behavior of our solution at low Mach numbers was also investigated. Since our 

theory shows that, for high frequencies (k » 1), the sound generation is concentrated in the 

local leading-edge region, we considered only the leading-edge acoustic field in the low 

Mach number limit. Thus, we effectively assumed that the airfoil chord remains long 

compared to the acoustic wavelength. For Moo « 1, the term H ° corresponding to the zero

thickness airfoil is a pole of 3/2 order, intermediate between a monopole and dipole. The 

sound power associated with Ho scales as Moo 4. The functions Hl and H2 are found to have 

monopole contributions, but these cancel exactly. The residual field due to H 1 is a dipole, 

while that due to H2 is a pole of 3/2 order. Thus, in terms of Mach number scaling, Ho and 

H2 are of equal importance in the low Mach number limit. The dipole field due to Hl is 

weaker by one power of Moo, while the field H3 due to the propagation source is weaker by 

a factor of M002. 

In order to place the above conclusions in perspective, we briefly discuss their relation 
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to the quadrupole source theories of Ffowcs Williams. Recall that Ffowcs Williams and 

Hawkings (l969a,b) identified "free" quadrupole sources whose sound power scales as Moo 8 . 

Subsequently, Ffowcs Williams and Hall showed that, at low Mach numbers, the scattering 

of a quadrupole field by a sharp edge produces a scattered field whose sound power scales 

as Moo 5 . The conventional scaling for the dipole field associated with the body surface is a 

sound power proportional to Moo 6 . Thus, Ffowcs Williams and Hall concluded that, at low 

Mach numbers, the scattered quadrupole field dominates over the dipole field associated 

with the body surface. 

Ffowcs Williams considered three-dimensional sources, while we considered two

dimensional airfoil-gust interactions in the Moo « I limit. For the two-dimensional case, 

the sound power levels for monopoles, dipoles and quadrupoles scale as Moo 3 , Moo 5 and 

Moo 7, respectively, while for the three-dimensional case each source has its scaling increased 

by one power of Moo. The pole of 3/2 order has a sound power that scales as Moo 4 in the 

two-dimensional case and Moo 5 in the three-dimensional case. Thus, Ffowcs Williams' 

scattered quadrupole is essentially a pole of 3/2 order. 

Our theory confirms that scattering of the volume quadrupole field (H2) leads to a 

pole of 3/2 order in the Moo « I limit, and also provides explicit results for the amplitude 

of this scattered quadrupole field. However, our theory shows that the sources on the airfoil 

surface (Ho) also sum together to produce a pole of 3/2 order! Thus, in contradiction to the 

conclusion of Ffowcs Williams and Hall, we have shown that the sources on the airfoil 

surface and the scattered quadrupole field have the same scaling with respect to Mach 

number in the limit Moo « I. Finally, we point out that our conclusions, and those of 

Ffowcs Williams and Hall, rest on the assumption that the airfoil chord is long compared to 

the acoustic wavelength. In cases where the airfoil chord is short compared to the acoustic 

wavelength the conventional dipole scaling is recovered. 
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We also compared the generation of sound by entropy gusts to that by vorticity gusts. 

Our results show that entropic gusts generate higher sound levels than vorticity gusts for 

thicker airfoils and higher subsonic Mach numbers. For a very thin airfoil or a low Mach 

number, vortical gusts generate more sound than entropic gusts. In fact, in the Moo « I 

limit, a pure entropy gust is a dipole source whose sound power scales as Moo 5, while a pure 

vorticity gust is a source of 3/2 order whose sound power scales as Moo 4 • For an isolated 

vortical or entropic gust, the normalized power is symmetric with respect to gust angle. 

However, for gusts which contain a combination of vortical and entropic components, the 

normalized power is highly asymmetric with respect to the gust angle. 

Pressure directivity patterns were also presented in Chapter 4. The pressure patterns 

are strongly influenced by airfoil thickness, in many cases bearing little resemblance to the 

corresponding results for a zero-thickness airfoil. 

The separate influences of the airfoil nose radius and the airfoil total thickness were 

examined by comparing results for a Joukowski airfoil to results for an airfoil with the same 

nose radius as the Joukowski airfoil but with different thickness distributions. These 

comparisons demonstrated that the size of the airfoil nose radius is a much more important 

parameter than the overall thickness of the airfoil. Thus, the total power level for different 

shape airfoils can be correlated quite closely by utilizing the nose radius as a correlating 

parameter. Furthermore, the influence of the aerodynamic reduced frequency can also be 

absorbed in such a correlation. The parameter which correlates these effects is the Strouhal 

number based on the airfoil nose radius, SL = wrn/Uoo . This may be the most important 

conclusion of our study. 

Regarding future continuations of the work in this dissertation, two important 

extensions are necessary to properly model turbomachinery noise. The first step is to 

combine the present theory for the influence of airfoil thickness with Myer's (1987) theory 
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for the influence of airfoil mean loading. Since the mean flow is assumed to be a small 

perturbation of a uniform flow in the leading-edge region, the effects of incidence angle, 

camber, and thickness are locally additive. The situation is slightly more complicated in the 

outer region. The mean-flow disturbance is given by a simple superposition of the three 

effects, but the complete mean-flow disturbance must be used in calculating the distortion 

of the geometric-acoustic field. Similar remarks apply for the transition regions along the 

airfoil surface and behind the airfoil. 

The second proposed extension to the work in this dissertation is to consider a cascade 

of airfoils rather than a single airfoil. The mean flow through the cascade can be obtained 

by a periodic conformal mapping, hence the variable coefficients appearing in Goldstein's 

wave equation can be obtained in a straightforward way. The local analysis of the cascade 

leading-edge regions would be very similar to that developed in this dissertation. The total 

upstream sound field could then be calculated following the procedure of Envia and 

Kerschen (1986). They developed an approximate solution for the sound generated by a 

convected gust interacting with a cascade of swept airfoils. This was done by summing the 

fields from the infinite row of leading edges using the Dirac delta function to represent the 

infinite summation inside an integral. The approach of Envia and Kerschen is a high

frequency approximation and should be applicable to the cascade problem. 

The calculation of rearward-radiated noise for the cascade is more difficult, since it is 

necessary to account for the reflection of sound off adjacent airfoils. If surface-curvature 

effects can be neglected, at least to lowest order, the problem appears tractable. It is 

encouraging to note that surface-curvature effects arose only in higher-order terms in the 

present analysis. However, the level of complication produced by surface curvature can 

only be ascertained by an actual analysis of the problem. 

When the described extensions to the model have been made, comparison of our 
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results with experiment will be possible. For example, using empirically-determined rotor

wake velocities as an upstream convected disturbance, we could calculate the far-field sound 

generated by the rotor-stator interaction in a turbomachine. Considerable experimental data 

exists for this interaction. 

This dissertation, together with Myers' (1987) work, has considerably extended 

previous analytical work in the area of turbomachinery and propeller noise due to gust 

interactions. The closed-form solution, together with the parametric study of Chapter 4, 

provides much new information regarding the specific mechanisms through which airfoil 

thickness influences the total sound field. The present asymptotic work complements the 

related numerical solutions developed by Scott and Atassi (1989). 
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APPENDIX A 

INTEGRAL-FORM SOLUTION BY THE WIENER-HOPF TECHNIQUE 

Some of the mixed boundary-value problems which arise in the analysis of the local 

leading-edge region contain boundary conditions which are so complicated that the 

calculation of explicit, closed-form solutions does not seem possible. An alternative 

approach is to develop the solution in terms of an integral of the complicated function 

which appears in the boundary condition. In this appendix, the Wiener-Hopf technique is 

utilized to find an integral-form solution of a mixed boundary-value problem. 

Consider the reduced wave equation for the case of harmonic time dependence of 

form e- i wt , 

o , (A.la) 

with a boundary condition specified on the half plane, 

~~ 1<1> > 0 = d(<1» , 
lIT = 0 

(A.lb) 

where d(<1» is continuous for all <1> > O. The function E(<1>,IIT) satisfies the radiation condition 

as R = V'<1>2 + 1IT2 -+ 00. The radiation condition is enforced by introducing a small positive 

imaginary part into the constant wand requiring the solution to approach zero as R -+ 00. 

The small imaginary part is then allowed to approach zero at the end of the analysis. 

From the above equations, it can readily be seen that E(<1>,IIT) is an anti-symmetric 

function of lIT. Due to the presence of the Laplacian operator in Eq. (A.la), the function 

E(<1>,IIT) and its derivatives must be continuous at all points off the half-plane lIT = 0, <1> > O. 

Utilizing this continuity property and the anti-symmetry with respect to lIT, we have 
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E(<1>,O)I<1> < ° = ° (A.lc) 

If either aE/aiI!(<1>,O) or E(<1>,O) were known for all values of <I>, the solution could be 

calculated directly by the application of a Fourier transform. However, the present problem 

is a mixed boundary-value problem, since aE/aiI!(<1>,O) is known for <1> > ° while E(<1>,O) is 

known for <1> < 0. The solution to such problems can be found by utilizing the Wiener-

Hopf technique. 

To develop the solution, first apply a Fourier transform with respect to <I>, 

00 

E(..\,iI!) = LooE(<1>,iI!) ej)·~ d<1> (A.2) 

The differential equation is transformed into 

(A.3) 

Noting the anti-symmetry with respect to iI! and utilizing the radiation condition to 

eliminate an exponentially growing contribution, this ordinary differential equation has the 

solution 

E = - sgn(iI!) A('\) e- .;');2:-;2 1'111 . (A.4) 

The branch cuts in the ,\ plane are shown in figure 3.3. Taking the inversion of the Fourier 

transform, the solution has the form 

00 

E(<1>,iI!) = - s~n;iI!) J A('\) e-i).~-I'III.;');2-:~ d'\ 
-00 

(A.5) 

The solution for A('\) is found utilizing an analytic continuation argument in the 

complex ,\ plane. The Fourier transform of E(IP,O±) is 
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00 

E('\,O±) = L E( O!), O±) t!,. do!) = - sgn( 'Ii) A('\) , (A.6) 

00 

For values of ). in the upper-half). plane, the integral fo E(el>,O±) eO•1II del> which defines 

A().) converges absolutely, showing that A()') is analytic in this region. For convenience in 

the analysis below, a + or - subscript will be introduced to denote the region of analyticity 

of the various functions which arise in the analysis. These functions are called "plus" and 

"minus" functions. Accounting for the presence of a small imaginary part in w, the plus and 

minus regions correspond to Im().) > - Im(w) and Im().) < Im(w) , respectively. Note that the 

plus and minus functions have a common region of analyticity, - Im(w) < Im().) < Im(w). 

The Fourier transform D()') of aE/a'1l(el>,O) can be separated into plus and minus 

functions, 

(A.7a) 

where 

o 
= f aE I ei >.1II del> a'1l '1l = 0 

-00 

(A.7b) 

(A.7c) 

Note that d(el» is a specified function and hence D+()') is known, but D_().) remains 

unknown at this stage of the analysis. Alternatively, the Fourier transform of aE/a'1l(el>,O) 

can be calculated from Eq. (A.5). Equating these results leads to 

(A.8a) 

In order to apply the analytic continuation argument, Eq. (A.8a) must be separated 
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into plus and minus functions. The function ";>.2 - w2 is easily factored into plus and minus 

functions. Dividing Eq. (A.8a) by the minus function, we have 

(A.8b) 

It remains to decompose the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.8b). Assuming that 

D+(>') vanishes as >. -+ too, this mixed function can be decomposed into plus and minus 

functions through an application of the Cauchy integral formula, 

where 

D+(>') 

[v'>.-wJ- = 

F _(>.) = -I J 
21C'i C 

2 

D+(x:) dx: 

v'x:-w x:->. ' 

(A.9a) 

(A.9b) 

(A.9c) 

and the contours CI , C2 and branch cuts in the x:-plane are shown in figure A.I. The 

contours CI and C2 both lie in the common region of analyticity, - Im(w) < Im(>') < Im(w). 

Utilizing Eq. (A.9a) in (A.8b) and rearranging, we have 

(A.tO) 

The left side of Eq. (A.IO) is analytic in the upper-half>. plane and the right side is analytic 

in the lower-half >. plane. The two sides of the equation are equal in the region 

- Im(w) < Im(>') < Im(w) , and hence by analytic continuation Eq. (A.lO) defines a function 

which is analytic in the entire>. plane. Liouville's theorem (Noble 1958) states that the most 

general entire function is a polynomial, say J(>'). To determine this polynomial, the edge 
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IC-plane 

w 
• C. 

_we Ca 

Figure A.I Branch cuts and contours of integration for Wiener-Hopf split. 
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conditions must be examined. 

The edge conditions define the physically acceptable behavior for the solution in the 

vicinity of the plate edge, x = Y = O. For the present purposes it is sufficient to note that, 

very near the sharp edge of the plate, Eq. (Al.a) reduces to the Laplace equation. Simple 

conformal mapping arguments then show that the most singular physically realizable solution 

has a square root singularity, E(iP,w) ex Re {viP+iW}, corresponding to a potential flow 

around the sharp edge. Thus, we have 

as 

8Ej8W(iP,0) ex as 

iP - 0+ , 

iP - 0- . 

(A.lla) 

(A.ll b) 

(Note that the behavior of E as iP - 0- and of 8Ej8w as iP - 0+ is specified by Eqs. (A.Ic) 

and (A.l b), respectively.) 

Now, a general property of Fourier transforms is that the behavior in physical space 

for small values of iP is related to the behavior in transform space for large values of ).. 

Specifically, substituting (A.lla) into (A.6) and assuming that). lies in the upper half-plane, 

the integral can be evaluated to show that 

as ). - 00, (Im().) > 0) . (A.l2a) 

Similarly, substituting (A.llb) into (A.7b) and integrating, one finds that 

as ). - 00, (Im().) < 0) . (A.l2b) 

These' estimates are sufficient to show that the terms in (A.IO) involving A+()') and D_().) 

approach zero as ). - 00 in the respective half-planes. 

Finally, consider the behavior of F _().) and F +().) as ). - 00. If D+(K.) in (A.9b,c) is 
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integrable at the origin and decays more rapidly than te-1/ Z as te -+ 00, it is easy to show that 

F_(>') and F+(>') are proportional to >.-1 as >. -+ 00. Then all terms in (A.IO) approach zero 

as >. -+ 00. The only polynomial having this behavior is the trivial function, J(>') = O. Thus, 

both sides of (A.IO) are identically equal to zero, and we can solve for A+(>') and D_(>'), 

A (>') = F +(>') , 
+ v'>'+w 

(A.13a,b) 

Thus the solution is 

(A.14a) 

where 

F +(>') = -21 . J dwte IOOdx d(x) ei 
ttX • 

1rl C te- W (te->.) 0 
1 

(A.14b) 

The sequence of integrations over x and te can be formally interchanged. Noting that 

only positive values of x are of interest, the integral over te can be evaluated in closed form 

by closing the contour in the upper half-plane. The result is 

(A.14c) 

Finally, Eq. (A.14c) is substituted into (A.14a). For determination of the far-field 

sound, only the asymptotic behavior of the local leading-edge solution for R = v'<l>z + \lFZ » I 

is required. Again we interchange the order of the integrations over x and >.. Assuming 

suitable behavior of the functions involved, the integral over>. can then be evaluated by the 

method of steepest descent (see Appendix B). The leading-order term of the asymptotic 

expansion for R » I is found as 
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00 
E(iP,w) - - sgn(w)e

ilr
/
4 

e
iwR J d(x) e-iwcosOx erf(e-ilr/4 -1w(l+cos(})x) dx (A.15) 

-12 7r W .fR 0 

where (} = tan- 1 w/eI> . 

In deriving Eqs. (A.l4) and (A.l5), it was assumed following Eqs. (A.l2) that D+(>') 

approached zero faster than >.-1/2 as >. -+ 00. From Eq. (A.7c), one can see that this 

corresponds to d(eI» being less singular than x- 1/2 as x -+ 0+. However, the criterion for 

convergence of the integral (AI4c) is less stringent, requiring only that d(x) be less singular 

than x-3/2. In Section 3.1.4, Equation (A.14c) is utilized to calculate the solution for H3C 
2 

for which d(eI» oc eiw~ leI>. It can be verified by direct substitution that the solution 

(3.30a,c) satisfies the boundary condition corresponding to Eq. (3.28c). 
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APPENDIX B 

UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS BY VAN DER WAERDEN'S METHOD 

For matching with the outer and transition regions, asymptotic expansions of the 

solutions in the local leading-edge and trailing-edge regions for R » 1 and Rt » 1, 

respectively, are required. In most cases, these expansions can be calculated by the method 

of steepest descent (Bender and Orszag 1978). Consider an integral of form 

F(R,9) ~ J:A(~) e-Rg(A;') d~ (B.la) 

where 

g().,;O) = i)., cosO + !sinO! V).,2-W2 • (B.lb) 

In the method of steepest descent, the original path of integration along the real )., axis is 

deformed onto the steepest descent path, which passes through the saddle point of the 

exponent function g().,) at ).,0 = - w cosO and along which Im(g().,» is constant. Closed-form 

expressions for the steepest descent path can be found in Appendix B of Myers (1987). The 

steepest descent path for a typical case, 0 = 450 , is plotted in figure B.l. As R becomes 

large, the integral is dominated by the region surrounding the saddle point and local 

approximations to A()") and g().,) can be made. Evaluating the resulting integral, the leading 

term of the R » 1 asymptotic expansion is 

F(R,O) - v211'w A()"o) !sinO! (B.2) 

In deriving Eq. (B.2), A()") is assumed to be analytic in the neighborhood of the saddle 

point)" = ).,0' In fact, higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion would be found by 
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considering additional terms in the Taylor series. Thus, it can be seen that the method of 

steepest descent fails for observation angles where the saddle point at ).0 = - w cos 0 is 

coincident with or in close proximity to a singular point of A()'). This situation occurs for 

two integrals which arise in the present analysis, Eqs. (3.30a,c) and (3.71a). 

In this appendix, a generalization of the steepest descent method due to Van Der 

Waerden (1950) is utilized to derive asymptotic expansions for these integrals which are 

uniformly valid for all values of O. The basic approach is to separate the original integral 

into two integrals. One of these contains the singularity of A().) in a simplified form so that 

the resulting integral can be evaluated exactly. The other integral contains a modified form 

of A()') which is analytic for all values of ). = ).0' so that the method of steepest descent can 

be applied directly. 

First consider the integral which arises in Eq. (3.30a,c), 

F (41 'II) = JOO e-Rg(>.;/I) In[v'2W + iv>::W] d)' 
1 ' ";).2_ w2 v'2W - i ";).- w 

-00 

(B.3) 

The function A()') in Eq. (B.3) has a logarithmic singularity at ). = - w. Thus for this 

integral the standard method of steepest descent fails for angles near 0 = 0 and 211". To 

apply Van Der Waerden's method, we begin by introducing a change of variable, 

(B.4a) 

where g().o; 0) = - i w. The inverse transformation is 

). = - i cosO (S2 - i w) ± S IsinOI ";S2 - 2 i w . (B.4b) 

The plus sign for the transformation is selected, which maps the steepest descent path onto 

the real axis in the s plane. Utilizing Eqs. (B.4) to express the integral (B.3) in terms of s, 



we obtain 

where 

00 

Fl = eiwR J A{S) e- RS2 ds 
-00 

[

';2 w + i J- iCOSO(S2- iw) + s IsinOI v'S2- 2iw- w] 
A{s) = 2 

2 . In 
';s -21W V2W _ iJ-iCOSO(s2-iw)+slsinolv's2-2iw-W 
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(B.5a) 

. (B.5b) 

The transformation has simplified the exponential function in the integral, the saddle point 

in the>. plane at >'0 = - w cosO having been mapped to the origin of the s plane. The branch 

points of ';>.2 - w2 in the>. plane disappear in the s plane, essentially having been unfolded 

by the transformation. Although it is not immediately apparent, the denominator of the 

logarithmic term in Eq. (B.5b) contains a branch point at Sl = - eilr/4 v'w(l-cosO). This is 

the image of the logarithmic branch point at >. = - w in the >. plane. The location of this 

logarithmic branch point, which is a function of observation angle, approaches the saddle 

point as 0 approaches 0 (or 271"). Since the numerator of the logarithmic term in (B.5b) is 

never zero in the first Riemann sheet of the s plane, there is no logarithmic branch point 

associated with this expression. Finally, the transformation has introduced two new branch 

points into the s plane at s = ± ei lr/4 V2W. The singularity structure in the s plane is 

illustrated in figure B.I. 

The failure of the method of steepest descent arises due to the coalescence of the 

logarithmic branch point at s = Sl with the saddle point at s = O. To isolate the contribution 

due to the logarithmic singularity, we expand JC{s) in the vicinity of s = sl' 
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A-plane 

w 

teepest descent path 

s-plane 

Figure B.1 Singularities and steepest descent paths for the>. plane and the s plane. 
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A{s) (B.6) 

Thus, the function 

(B.7) 

is analytic at s = 0 for all values of o. Substituting into Eq. (B.5), we have 

The first integral can then be evaluated by the method of steepest descent, while the second 

integral can be simplified slightly by absorbing a factor of Vk in the definition of s. The 

final result for the R » I asymptotic expansion of F 1 which is uniformly valid in 0 is 

_ V2i ei7r
/
4 {In[v'2 + vi +COSo] + v'2ln(l-cosO) + i1r + 2In(w) } eiwR 

v'W v'2 - Vi +cosO vi + cos 0 v'2 vi + cosO Vk 

{ 

00 } 
i7r/4 . 2 v'1r iwR 

- 4e J In(s + e'7r/4 vw(l-cosO)R) e- s ds - - In(R) e __ 
v'iv vi +cosO -00 2 Vk 

(B.9) 

where the In(R) term in the second line has arisen from the change of variable in the 

integral. The remaining integral in Eq. (B.9) must be evaluated numerically when the 

product R(l - cosO) is 0(1) or small. For large values of R(I - cosO), the integral can be 

evaluated asymptotically and the result for F1(R,0) reverts to that found by a standard 

application of the method of steepest descent. 

The second integral arising in the present study which requires the use of Van Der 

Waerden's method to find a uniform asymptotic expansion is 
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00 

J -Rg(Jt·O) 
F (<<p,w) = e I d)'. 

2 -00 ().+W)v').-W 
(B.IO) 

The integrand for F2 has a pole at ). = - w, whereas the integrand for F 1 had a logarithmic 

branch point at this location. The method of steepest descent again fails for values of 0 near 

o or 211" due to the coalescence of the saddle point and the pole. Following the same 

procedure as above, the variable of integration is transformed to the s plane and the pole 

singularity is extracted from the coefficient function ..!C{s) and treated separately. Thus we 

obtain 

. JOO{ 2[-isCOSO+(s2-iw)lsinol/v's2-2iW] 
F2 = e'wR 

-00 [- i S2COSO+ w(I - cosO) +s IsinOI vi s2-2iw] Js IsinOI v's2-2iw-i(S2_iw) cosO-W 

_ V2i }e-Rs2 dS + eiwRJOO V2i e-Rs2ds. (B.Il) 
v'W (s - Sl) -00 VlY (s - Sl) 

The first integral can be evaluated asymptotically by the method of steepest descent and the 

second integral can be evaluated exactly. It turns out that for the first integral the leading-

order term of the coefficient function vanishes at S = 0, showing that the integral is of 

O(R-3/2) for large R and hence negligible compared to the contribution from the second 

integral. The leading-order term of the uniform asymptotic expansion is then given by the 

second integral, 

V2 11" eiwRcosO [ ] 
F2 - VlY I - erf(e- i ll'/4v1w(1 -cosO)R) . (B.l2) 
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APPENDIX C 

EXPANSIONS OF INTEGRALS FOR SMALL ARGUMENT 

To examine the behavior of the solution in the local leading-edge region for R « 1, 

integrals arising from Fourier-transform inversions must be expanded in this limit. These 

expansions are developed in this appendix. 

The basic approach we utilize is to apply contour integration in the complex ). plane, 

which results in pole contributions and in line integrals arising from branch cuts. Denoting 

distance along the branch cut by the variable p, the line integrals extend over the semi-

infinite domain 0 ~ p ~ 00. The integrands for these line integrals are then expanded for 

small values of R. These expansions have a singular structure, involving a local region in 

which p = 0(1) and a global region in which p = O(l/R). The expansions of the integrand 

in the local and global regions are then combined into a composite expansion which is 

uniformly valid for all values of p. The composite expansion is then integrated to determine 

the R « 1 expansion for the integral. The procedure is first illustrated in detail for the 

expansion of H o. Following that, the results needed to determine the R « 1 expansion of 

H 3p are presented. 

Introducing polar coordinates into Eqs. (3.9), we have 

- A sgn(w) JOO eR (-i >'costl-/sin tI/~-:~) 
H (R 0) = n d)' 
0' f300 211"";o+w -00 ()'+c5)V).+w 

(C.1) 

where the path of integration is along the real axis and the branch cuts in the ). plane are 

shown in figure 3.3. The expansion of the integral for R « I is desired. For convenience, 

only the case cosO> 0 is discussed. The procedure to obtain the expansion for cosO < 0 is 

very similar. For cosO> 0, the integration contour can be closed in the lower half of the ). 
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plane, resulting in a residue from the pole at ). = - & and an integral along the branch cut 

extending from). = - w. Upon combining the contributions from the left and right sides of 

the branch cut, we obtain 

= An sgn('lt) { 11' eR (i 6 cos 8 -/sin 0/ ~-:W2) 
Poo1l'Y&+w v&-W 

_ ei w R <0" + i .'4 1,(R,O)} (C.2) 

where 

00 

J e-pRcos8 cos(R/sinOlpvl-i2w/p) 
11(R,O) = VD dp . o (p + i (& - W» p 

(C.3) 

We next develop a composite expansion for the integrand of /1 in the limit R «1. It 

proves convenient in the final integration to leave the function e- pR cos 0 unexpanded, and to 

develop a composite expansion for 

cos(R IsinOlpYI-i2w/p) 
(p + i (& - w» Vp 

In the local region where p = 0( I), this function can be expanded as 

I + O(R) 
(p + i (& - w» .;p 

(CA) 

(C.5a) 

However, this expansion becomes invalid for values of p of 0( 1/ R). Introducing the global 

variable, p. = p R, the expansion of this function for small R takes the form 

(C.Sb) 

An additive composite expansion (Van Dyke 1975) is formed by summing (C.5a) and (C.5b) 

and subtracting the common term. The common term is found either by expanding (C.5a) 
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in the global variable p. or by expanding (C.Sb) in the local variable p. The common term 

is 

(C.5c) 

Combining (C.5a,b,c), the composite expansion for the integrand is given by 

1 + cos(p·lsinOI> R3/2 __ 1_ R3/2 . 
(p+i(6-w» Vp p·3/2 p·3/2 

(C.6) 

Note that both the global and common term contributions to the composite expansion for the 

integrand have non-integrable singularities at the origin. However, these singularities cancel 

and hence the composite expansion is integrable. Substituting the composite expansion into 

Eq. (C.3) and replacing p by p. /R for convenience, /l(R,O) can then be approximated as 

JOO e-pRcosodp JOOe-/coso[cos(llsinOI>-I] / • 
/ - + Rl 2 dp 

1 0 (p+i(6-w» Vp 0 p·3/2 

Evaluating the integrals and neglecting higher-order terms, we obtain 

/l(R,O) - 11" ~4 _ 2 Vir sgn(lJI') cosO/2.Jk + H.D.T .. 
6- w 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

Combining Eq. (e.8) with the residue contribution in Eq. (C.2) and keeping only the 

leading-order term for small R, we find 

2 A e i1r/ 4 
Ho(R,O) - ~ ..ro+wvR. cosO/2 + H.D.T. 

Poo 11" 6+ w 
for R «I . (C.9) 

A similar procedure is utilized to calculate the R « 1 behavior of the particular 

solution H 3p' The integrals that appear in Eq. (3.22c) for H 3p are 
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= JOO v>. _ w (>.+0) [_1 __ b+I)Moo 
4 

] ea(A,R,II) d>' 
-00 (>.+0)2 2Poo 4 W 2 

(C. lOa) 

(C.lOb) 

00 

= Loo vA -w ea(A,R ,II) d>. , (C.IOc) 

00 

I (R,O) = J _>. - ea(A,R,II) d>' (C.10d) 
5 -00 v>.+w 

where a(>.,R,O) = -RU>.cosO+lsinOlv>.2-w2). Assuming that cosO> 0 and closing the 

integral in the lower half of the>. plane, residue contributions arise from poles at >. = - 0 and 

integrals arise from the deformation around the branch cut extending from>. = - w. The 

integrals can then be expressed as 

+ 2 eiwRcosll +i1l"/4 [I (R 0) + b+I) M oo 
4 

I (R o)J 
21' 2 P

oo 
4 w2 22' , 

(C.lla) 

13(R,0) = 27r0 eR(iocosll-lsinlll~-:~) 
vo-w 

+ 2 eiwRcosll-i1l"/4 [I (R 0) + ('Y+I)Moo 4 I (R O)J 
31' 2 Poo 4 w2 32 ' 

, (C.llb) 

14(R,0) = 2 eiwRcosll- i1l"/4 I (R 0) 
41 ' , 

(C.llc) 

Is(R,O) = - 2 eiwRcosll+i1l"/4 ISl(R,O) (C.lld) 

where 
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00 J ..,fp ~ i2 w e-pRcosO sin(R!sinO!p..,fl-i2w/p) dp 121(R,0) = (C.12a) o P+l(S-W) , 

122(R,0) = J~P+i(6 - w)) ';p - i2 w e- pR ,.,' sineR Isinol p';l - i2 w/p) dp (C.l2b) 

00 

131(R,0) = J p - f w e-pRcosO cos(R!sinO!p..,fl-i2w/p) dp (C.l2c) 
o vP (P+l(S - w» 

00 

132(R,0) = I (p - iw)(p + i(S - w» e- pR coso cos(R !sinO! p..,fl - i2 w/p) dp (C.12d) 
o vP 
00 

fo ";p - i2 w e- pR coso sin(R /sinO! p ";1- i2 w/p) dp 141(R,0) = (C.12e) 

[,,(R,O) = J;e J,t e- pR ,.,' cos(R Isinol p';l- i2 w/p) dp . (C.l2f) 

Asymptotic expansions for the integrals defined by Eqs. (C.12) in the limit R « I are 

calculated by combining local and global expansions to form composite expansions for the 

integrands, and then integrating the resulting expressions. As for H 0' care must be taken to 

group terms appropriately to avoid non-integrable singularities as p. -.0 or 00. Substituting 

the results into Eqs. (C.lI) and expanding for R « I, we obtain the asymptotic expansions 

I (R 0) _ -21l"";>'+w eR(i6cosO-!sinO!.f62-:~) + 2 eiwRcosO+i1r/4 Vir{sinO/2 
2 ' ~ 

+ ('Y+I)Moo4 [J sin 50/2 + i(S-2w) sin30/2 _ 3iw sinO cos50/2 
2 f300 

4 w2 4 RS/2 2 R3/2 4 R3/2 

+ 3w2 sin2 0sin50/2+ (20-3w)w sinO cos 30/2 + w(2S-w) sinO/2]} (C.13a) 
8 ~ 4 ~ 2~' 
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/ (R 0) _ 211"5 eR (i6cosO-lsinOI~-:~) + 2 eiwRcosO -i1r/4 sgn(\lf) ..fir{COSO/2 
3' V5-w VR 

+ b+OMoo4 [J cos50/2 + 3iw sinO sin 50/2 + i{5-2w) cos30/2 
2 f300 4 w2 4 RS/2 4 R3/2 2 R3/2 

+ 3w2 sin2 0 cos 50/2 _ w(25-3w) sinO sin 30/2 + w(S-w) COSO/2]} (C.13b) 
8 VR 4 VR VR' 

/ (R 0) 2 e iw R coso - i 1('/4 . ~{sin30/2 _ i w sinO cos 30/2 _ ,. w sin()f2 
4 ' - V7I 2 R3/2 2 VR VR 

2 • 20 2 } + w s~n sin30/2 VR - ~ sinO cosO/2 VR + w2 sinO/2 VR , (C.13c) 

/s(R,O) - -2 eiwRcosO+i1('/4 sgn(\lf) ..fir{COS30/2 + iw sinO sin30/2 
2 R3/2 2 VR 

- iw cosO/2 + w
2

sin
2
0 cos30/2 VR + w2

sinO s·nO/2 VR} (C.13d) VR 4 2 1
• 
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APPENDIX D 

LOCAL ANALYSIS OF LEADING-EDGE REGION 

In this appendix, we use the elegance of a complex variable to perform a local 

integration of the inhomogeneous partial differential equation (3.1 la) governing the function 

H3. The objective of this local analysis is to determine the appropriate behavior for H3 in 

the vicinity of the airfoil leading edge (c]? = w = 0). 

The function H3 satisfies the differential equation 

where 

(O.Ib) 

(O.Ic) 

Equations (O.I) were derived utilizing the disturbance wavelength as the appropriate 

length scale. However, for distances from the leading edge which are small compared to the 

disturbance wavelength, these equations can be further simplified. In order to deduce the 

proper simplifications, a new, local length scale which is short compared to the disturbance 

wavelength could be introduced into the differential equations. It is easily seen that the 

derivatives then dominate over the constant term in the operator D, so that 
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(0.2) 

for R = v'ell2 + 'lf2 « 1. Next consider the source term. The asymptotic expansion of H 3 for 

R « 1 was derived in Appendix C. From Eq. (C.9), we have 

(0.3) 

Utilizing this expansion to evaluate the source term of Eq. (O.la), we find that this 

differential equation can be approximated as 

= ei 7(/4 An (-y+ 1) Moo 4 sin 28 
2V'i1r v'5+w P003 R2 

(D.4) 

for R « 1. 

To integrate this differential equation, it is convenient to introduce the complex 

variable Z = ell + i'lf and its complex conjugate Z = ell - i'lf. Expressing Eq. (0.4) in terms 

of Z and Z, we have 

82H 
4~ 

8Z8Z 

This equation is easily integrated with respect to Z and Z, leading to 

(0.5) 

(0.6) 

where I(Z) and g(Z) are functions of integration which represent solutions of the 

homogeneous equation. Setting 1 and g equal to zero generates a particular solution which is 

consistent with the function H ~ defined by Eq. (3.25). Enforcement of the boundary 

condition (3.19b) in the local analysis would determine the functions 1 and g, consistent 
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with the local behavior of H 3C defined by Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30). 
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